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The behavior of a human being in sexual matters is often a prototype for the whole of his
other modes of reaction to life.
–Sigmund Freud1
When fully developed, bureaucracy[’s] . . . specific nature . . . develops the more
perfectly the more bureaucracy is “dehumanized,” the more completely it succeeds in
eliminating from official business love, hatred, and all purely personal, irrational and
emotional elements which escape calculation. This is the specific nature of bureaucracy
and it is appraised as its special virtue.
–Max Weber2
INTRODUCTION
Is bureaucracy the antonym of desire?
We are living in a new sex bureaucracy. The past several decades have witnessed a sea
change in the way sex is legally regulated in the United States. We have seen a bureaucratic turn
in sex regulation. Saliently decriminalized in the past decades,3 sex has at the same time become
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accountable to bureaucracy. Today, we have an elaborate and growing federal bureaucratic
structure that, in effect, regulates sex.
By “bureaucratic turn” we mean:
First, within the federal government, evolving bureaucratic institutions formulate and
enforce sex policy, applying the overlapping rubrics of sex discrimination and sexual violence.
Over time, as administrative agencies have developed more law on these topics, and regulatory
definitions of discrimination and violence have expanded and become more uncertain, sex itself
has increasingly become a subject of bureaucratic regulation. Our claim is that through the
interpretation and implementation of legal obligations relating to sexual violence and sex
discrimination, the federal bureaucracy is now regulating sex itself.
Second, there has been a shift toward the use of bureaucratic tools. The mark of
bureaucracy is procedure and organizational form. Early federal statutes prohibited employers
and educational institutions from engaging in sex discrimination4 and required schools to report
crimes on campus.5 Over time, these federal prohibitions and mandates have been interpreted to
require private and public educational institutions to adopt policies and procedures to respond,
prevent, research, survey, inform, investigate, adjudicate, and train. Today, the failure of a school
to have certain procedures, policies, and forms is itself thought to violate federal law.
The leveraging of substantive prohibitions (for example, schools must not discriminate)
to regulate procedures (for example, schools must use the preponderance of the evidence
standard to adjudicate) has produced the third manifestation of the bureaucratic turn: the
burgeoning of specified mini-bureaucracies within nongovernmental institutions to administer
these procedural obligations, including investigation, discipline, and prevention.6
In this Article, we focus on higher education to tell the story of the sex bureaucracy,
though the sex bureaucracy reaches far beyond this realm. 7 Colleges and universities are
particularly important loci of the sex bureaucracy. Especially because of students’ residency
away from home and engagement in sexual encounters for the first time, higher education is the
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site of intense public attention to sexual assault, and the education of captive and impressionable
youth is an effective context for training in bureaucratically sanctioned sexual norms.
The story is about the steady expansion of regulatory concepts of sex discrimination and
sexual violence to the point that the regulated area comes also to encompass ordinary sex. The
expansion of bureaucratic reach from core to contiguous or related areas over time is a form of
bureaucratic creep. Basic statistics collection and reporting requirements evolved into legal
mandates for extensive bureaucracies, procedures, and policies. The federal bureaucracy required
nongovernmental institutions to adopt certain organizational forms, and essentially required its
own replication within them, demanding the mini-bureaucracies develop programs, policies, and
procedures that are subject to federal oversight.8 Once in place, the bureaucracy becomes like
many we know, creeping into domains one would not have thought to be the subject of
bureaucratic regulation.9 We see a growth of policies within bureaucracies mandated by the
government, but increasingly remote from federal laws that supposedly required their creation to
begin with. The institutional foundation solidifies and the question becomes what else the
bureaucracy will do. 10 One might call this “bureaucratic sex creep”—the enlargement of
bureaucratic regulation of ordinary sex.
By “ordinary sex,” we mean voluntary adult sexual conduct that does not harm others.
We do not mean ordinary in the sense of normal, as opposed to abnormal. To state our
assumptions directly: There is a distinction between sexual violence or harassment, a wrong that
law is justified in prohibiting and regulating, and sex, a liberty that consenting adults may choose
to exercise. To legally regulate the former is not necessarily to regulate the latter.11 Catharine
MacKinnon’s critique that respecting a private space of sexual liberty “translates into a right to
sexually abuse with impunity, to impose sex on the less powerful and get away with it”12 is
appealing. But valuing liberty in sex does not necessarily entail the underwriting of violent,
coerced, or abusive sex. There is today a real contest about where the line between sex and
sexual violence or harassment is, and as with all lines, there will be uncertainty over where some
8
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marginal cases fall. Nevertheless, most will agree that there is some line to be observed and
enforced.
If the reader shares these assumptions, then our hope is to demonstrate that the federal
bureaucracy is regulating sex, not merely sexual violence or harassment. Our claim is not just
that the set of sexual conduct classified as illegal has grown or changed, but that nonviolent, nonharassing, voluntary sexual conduct—whether considered normal, idiosyncratic, or perverse—is
today regulated by the bureaucracy. Thus we use the very imperfect term “ordinary sex,” which
understandably raises hackles sounding in feminist critiques of privacy, to distinguish sex from
sexual violence or harassment, and to denote nonviolent, voluntary, consensual sex among
adults.
The meeting of bureaucracy’s aspiration of technocratic and procedural rationality with
the realm of sex is our topic. For many theorists of bureaucracy since Weber, the characteristics
of bureaucracy—the ultimate legal-rational form—are supposed to drive emotion and subjective
desire out of administrative decisions.13 As Katherine Franke has written about sex, however,
Desire is not subject to cleaning up, to being purged of its nasty, messy, perilous
dimensions, full of contradictions and the complexities of simultaneous longing
and denial. It is precisely the proximity to danger, the lure of prohibition, the
seamy side of shame that creates the heat that draws us toward our desires, and
that makes desire and pleasure so resistant to rational explanation.14
How is the federal bureaucracy regulating sex and to what end? What does it mean to regulate
sex bureaucratically? Is it different from regulating air pollution bureaucratically? Is it different
from regulating sex non-bureaucratically? How does the enmeshing of bureaucracy in sex affect
or change either?
At a moment when it is politically difficult to criticize any undertaking against sexual
assault,15 we are writing about the bureaucratic leveraging of sexual violence and harassment
policy to regulate ordinary sex. The purpose of this work is primarily to guide the reader through
the landscape of the sex bureaucracy, and secondarily to inspire questions about the desirability
of its particular aspects. But our own ambivalence about this bureaucratic leveraging should not
be misunderstood to deny that sexual assault is a serious problem or that intolerably high levels
13
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of it exist on campuses and elsewhere. Nor should we be misunderstood to suggest that federal
government regulation of sexual violence and sexual harassment is not necessary—because it is
necessary. Indeed, an object of our critique is the bureaucratic tendency to merge sexual violence
and sexual harassment with ordinary sex, and thus to trivialize a very serious problem: our
concern is that moving in that direction delegitimizes the imperative to take sexual assault and
sexual harassment seriously. Moreover, our worry is that the sex bureaucracy, in regulating
ordinary sex under the rubric of sexual violence, is unfortunately counterproductive to the goal
of actually addressing the harms of rape, sexual assault, and sexual harassment. That is an
important reason to pay attention to the development and workings of the sex bureaucracy.
I. SEXUAL DEREGULATION?
Though evolving case law suggests a growing recognition of liberty in one’s sex life,
sexual regulation may in fact have transmuted itself into a bureaucratic regime. In Lawrence v.
Texas in 2003, Justice Kennedy noted “an emerging awareness that liberty gives substantial
protection to adult persons in deciding how to conduct their private lives in matters pertaining to
sex.”16 Lawrence stated clearly that government did not have a legitimate interest in regulating
private consensual sexual conduct. 17 Justice Scalia in dissent lamented that Lawrence
“effectively decree[d] the end of all morals legislation.” 18 Because disapproval of sexual
immorality was the very same interest furthered by laws against “bigamy, same-sex marriage,
adult incest, prostitution, masturbation, adultery, fornication, bestiality, and obscenity,”19 it was a
reasonable inference from Lawrence that criminal law could no longer prohibit private
consensual sexual acts, at least on the rationale of sexual morality.20
The notion that people had a legally protected liberty to do as they wished in their sex
lives was indeed a departure from the traditional criminal law regulation of sex. At common law,
all sex was criminal except sex in a marriage: the only legal sex one could have was marital
sex.21 Through prohibitions on adultery, fornication, sodomy, and rape, criminal law regulated
virtually all nonmarital sex, but did not regulate marital rape. Thus sex fell into two categories:
legal sex, corresponding to marital sex; and illegal sex, corresponding to nonmarital sex. These
criminal sex prohibitions reflected marital morality: The crime of adultery was a violation of
marital monogamy. Fornication was sex outside of the marital relationship. Sodomy breached the
traditional marital framework because it was not reproductive in purpose.
16
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Two trends of the past half century are relevant here. First, sex has undergone a general
legal liberalization since the sexual revolution.22 By late twentieth century, criminal laws against
adultery, sodomy, and fornication were rarely enforced or altogether repealed.23 Lawrence swept
away any lingering bans on voluntary sex among adults in private. Second, as large swaths of
nonmarital sex were decriminalized, the idea that marriage marked the border between legal and
illegal sex eroded, though of course marital sexual morality is still an important feature of social
life. The fact that sex is occurring before or outside of marriage is no longer the decisive feature
that would make sex illegal. Indeed, as marital rape and domestic violence emerged as categories
of violence prohibited and sanctioned by criminal law, it became clear that not all sexual conduct
within marriage was legal.24
In the same time frame, however, an alternative marker of sexual illegality came to the
fore. If traditionally rape, along with adultery, sodomy, and fornication, was understood as
sexual immorality, the past half century has seen a rewriting of the rationale for criminalizing
rape.25 In feminist law reform, rape was the harmful subordination of women.26 The concept of
violence qua subordination became the distinguishing feature of criminal sexual conduct.27 It
explained not just what was wrong with rape, but also sex with minors, sex for money, and sex in
relationships of unequal power. As forms of subordination, they were impliedly violent, even if
not explicitly or literally so. Statutory rape and prostitution, for example, once paradigmatic
crimes of immorality,28 are increasingly understood to be criminal because they subordinate a
relatively powerless person.29
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The criminalization of rape not only survived the deregulation of sexual immorality, but
also thrived as it moved into a new grouping with other legal categories addressing gender
subordination, such as domestic violence and sexual harassment. Immorality mostly left by the
wayside, criminal sex offenses now fly under the banner of efforts at antiviolence and its cognate
concept antisubordination. Violence and subordination are now the key concepts for illegal sex.
As the justifications evolved, however, the appetite for regulating sexual matters did not
fade. In fact, criminalization of sexual violence intensified as private sexual conduct was
increasingly decriminalized. The conduct classified as sexual violence expanded from the core of
forcible rape to other sexual conduct that was not violent in the traditional meaning of the term.
We have seen criminal concepts of “force” in some definitions of rape evolve to include
nonphysical “‘moral,’ ‘emotional,’ or ‘intellectual’ force,”30 and even to mean merely the force
“inherent” in accomplishing sexual penetration and nothing more.31 Indeed, many states have
shed the traditional force requirement so that rape is now sometimes defined as penetration
without consent.32 With force becoming less important in ideas of sexual violence, more legal
focus was placed on whether the sexual encounter lacked consent.
As nonconsent increasingly became the line separating legal and illegal sexual conduct,
the concept expanded: lack of consent grew to mean more than physical or verbal resistance or
objection to sexual conduct, and today there is a live debate over whether consent should mean
“affirmative consent” as opposed to lack of objection.33 The crime of rape was increasingly
called sexual assault, but “sexual assault” also became an umbrella term that would cover
nonpenetrative, nonforcible, and nonconsensual acts, in addition to the paradigmatic sexual
violation of forcible rape.34 Rape expanded to cover more sexual conduct, and sexual assault
expanded to cover much more than rape. As expanding concepts of violence and nonconsent
reshaped the notion of “sexual violence,” the border between decriminalized sex and
criminalized sex shifted.
criminally exploited by [pimps].’” (citations omitted) (quoting People v. Pangelina, 172 Cal. Rptr. 661, 661 (Ct.
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In the past forty years, concern about inadequate law enforcement response in sexual
violence matters led not only to pressure for increased and tougher criminal justice response.35 It
also led to pressure on noncriminal parts of the federal regulatory apparatus to increase their
response to sexual violence. The federal bureaucracy took up the expanding concepts of violence
and nonconsent in its efforts to bring the regulatory apparatus to bear on the problem of sexual
violence. Some federal legislation and enforcement priorities focused on criminal prohibitions,
but most federal activity took place outside of criminal law.36
Criminal prohibitions travel as a bundle with extensive procedural protections for
defendants and limitations on what conduct can be constitutionally be punished. A person
accused of a criminal sex offense has a right to due process, a right to counsel, a right of
confrontation, and so on. The rule of lenity generally means that ambiguous criminal
prohibitions will be interpreted in favor of the defendant. But in the administrative context,
where the regulation is not criminal, the state can act without the processes owed to people
accused of crimes. The state need not wait until prohibited conduct occurs and then punish it.
Bureaucratic tools can be more proactive, extensive, pervasive, preventive, and anticipatory.
They can cover more conduct and more territory—and are doing so.
Conceptual moves that have accompanied the rise of serious criminalization of sexual
violence have also contributed to the bureaucratic regulation of sex. The bureaucracy, not bound
by the procedural rules that constrain criminal enforcement, began to regulate in the area of
sexual violence, and the prominence of sexual violence grew and expanded in the federal
government. With the increasing use of bureaucratic tools and expansion of the concept of sexual
violence by the bureaucracy, the balance of regulated to unregulated sex has shifted. The
regulation of sexual violence is not merely an exceptional regulated island within a largely
unregulated sea of sexual liberty. Contrary to Lawrence’s implication, the space of sex—not just
sexual violence—in the United States is thoroughly regulated, and the bureaucracy dedicated to
that regulation of sex is growing. It operates largely apart from criminal enforcement, but its
actions are inseparable from criminal overtones and implications.
II. ADMINISTERING SEX
The sex bureaucracy has emerged from the convergence of two legal-conceptual
endeavors: the attempts to address sexual violence 37 and to remedy sex discrimination in
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37
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education and employment. 38 Over the decades, legal definitions of some forms of sex
discrimination came to incorporate sexual violence,39 and the idea of sexual violence expanded
to cover nonviolent, but nonetheless discriminatory, conduct.40 Indeed, bureaucratic overlap and
cross-fertilization have led sex discrimination and sexual violence to become in many ways
indistinguishable:41 violence is discrimination is violence.
What does the sex bureaucracy look like? In what follows, we describe four components
working together. First, the leveraging of the concept of crime to regulate conduct that is not
criminal, through federal reporting requirements that in effect extend to ordinary sex. Second, the
federal oversight of institutional policies and procedures used for disciplining sexual conduct.
Third, public health and risk reduction models for sexual-violence prevention that regulate
conduct traditionally in the domain of morals regulation, like pornography and sexual fantasy.
Finally, federal mandates to perform research on sexual climate that in effect constructs the
sexual climate and promotes certain understandings of sex.
A. Regulation of Quasi-Crime
To illustrate how criminal concepts and bureaucratic models have interacted to expand
federal regulation of sex, consider the trajectory of campus crime reporting, which in time came
to encompass noncriminal incidents. Enacted in 1990, the Jeanne Clery Disclosure of Campus
Security Policy and Campus Crime Statistics Act (Clery Act)42 required any institution of higher
education participating in the federal financial aid program to disclose campus statistics and
security information regarding certain crimes.43 The Clery Act required colleges to report crime
data to the Department of Education (DOE) and to publicly disclose these data in Annual
Security Reports (ASRs). 44 The basic idea was that students and employees armed with
38
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40
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41
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The Clery Act was originally enacted as part of the Student Right-To-Know and Campus Security Act of 1990,
Pub. L. No. 101-542, 104 Stat. 2381 (codified as amended in scattered sections of 20 U.S.C.), which amended the
Higher Education Act of 1965, Pub. L. No. 89-329, 79 Stat. 1219 (codified as amended in scattered sections of 20
U.S.C.).
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procedures to protect the rights of sexual assault survivors. See Higher Education Amendments of 1992, Pub. L. No.
102-325, § 486(c), 106 Stat. 448, 621 - 22 (codified as amended at 20 U.S.C. § 1092).
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information about crime on or near campuses would be able to take precautions or avoid
attending or working at certain high-crime schools. Schools, in turn, would be induced to address
crime more aggressively than they otherwise might.
The Violence Against Women Act, as reauthorized in 2013, amended the Clery Act to
add campus reporting requirements for incidents of “dating violence, domestic violence, and
stalking.”45 It required that schools publicly disclose their programs and policies to prevent and
address those incidents.46 In requiring schools to report crime statistics, the Clery Act has always
used its own definitions of the crimes. The DOE’s 2014 Final Rule, implementing VAWA’s
changes to the Clery Act (2014 VAWA Regulations), addressed the definitional gap between
what schools are required to report as criminal incidents and what may be prosecutable crimes in
jurisdictions where the schools are located:
Although we recognize that these incidents may not be considered crimes in all
jurisdictions, we have designated them as “crimes” for the purposes of the Clery Act. We
believe that this makes it clear that all incidents that meet the definitions in [VAWA]
must be recorded in an institution’s statistics, whether or not they are crimes in the
institution’s jurisdiction.47
Thus the bureaucratic reporting regime includes not only crimes but also quasi-criminal or
noncriminal incidents that federal regulations define as reportable crimes for Clery Act purposes.
Leveraging crime statistics reporting to require that schools report criminal incidents,
even when they are not crimes in that jurisdiction, allows the federal bureaucracy to expand its
regulatory reach. For instance, one of the reportable crimes, as interpreted by 2014 VAWA
Regulations, is “sexual assault.”48 Sexual assault is defined in various ways in different state
criminal statutes. For reporting purposes, the 2014 VAWA Regulations’ definition of “sexual
assault” is “[a]n offense that meets the definition of rape, fondling, incest, or statutory rape as
used in the FBI’s UCR (Uniform Crime Reporting) program and included in Appendix A of this
subpart.”49 The FBI’s UCR Program actually contains two different programs with different
definitions for offenses: the National Incident-Based Reporting System (NIBRS) and the
Summary Reporting System (SRS). Appendix A of the 2014 VAWA Regulations defines “rape”
45

Violence Against Women Reauthorization Act of 2013, Pub. L. No. 113-4, § 304(a)(1)(B)(iii), 127 Stat. 54, 89
(codified as amended at 20 U.S.C. § 1092(f)(1)(F)(iii)).
46
See id. § 304(a)(5), 127 Stat. 54, 89 - 90 (codified as amended at 20 U.S.C. § 1092(f)(8)(A)).
47
Violence Against Women Act, 79 Fed. Reg. 62,752, 62,764 (Oct. 20, 2014).
48
The Clery Act does not mandate statistical reporting of “sexual assault” per se, see 20 U.S.C. § 1092(f)(1)(F)), but
rather “sex offenses,” 20 U.S.C. § 1092(f)(1)(F)(i)(II), and also “dating violence, domestic violence, and stalking.”
20 U.S.C. § 1092(f)(1)(F)(iii). However, the Department of Education interprets the statute to require such reports:
the Executive Summary of the 2014 VAWA Regulations states that “VAWA amended the Clery Act to require
institutions to compile statistics for incidents of dating violence, domestic violence, sexual assault, and stalking. . . .”
79 Fed. Reg. 62,752. “The Final regulation will—Require institutions to maintain statistics about the number of
incidents of dating violence, domestic violence, sexual assault, and stalking that meet the definitions of those terms.
. . .” Id. “The regulations would reflect the statutory requirement that institutions compile and report statistics for
incidents of dating violence, domestic violence, sexual assault, and stalking that are reported to the campus security
authorities or local police agencies.” Id. at 62,779.
49
Id. at 62,752, 62,784.
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with reference to the FBI’s UCR SRS program: “The penetration, no matter how slight, of the
vagina or anus with any body part or object, or oral penetration by a sex organ of another person,
without the consent of the victim.”50
But the same VAWA Regulations define the three other named subcategories of “sexual
assault”—fondling, incest, and statutory rape—with reference to the FBI’s other UCR program,
the NIBRS, and the definitions are laid out thus:
Sex Offenses. Any sexual act directed against another person, without the consent of the
victim, including instances where the victim is incapable of giving consent.
A. Fondling—The touching of the private body parts of another person for the
purpose of sexual gratification, without the consent of the victim, including
instances where the victim is incapable of giving consent because of his/her age
or because of his/her temporary or permanent mental incapacity.
B. Incest—Sexual intercourse between persons who are related to each other
within the degrees wherein marriage is prohibited by law.
C. Statutory Rape—Sexual intercourse with a person who is under the statutory
age of consent.51
There is quite a lot of ambiguity in this definition of sexual assault. Does “sexual assault”
also cover conduct that is not rape, fondling, incest, or statutory rape, and if so, what? The
regulation may be read reasonably to mean that “sexual assault” contains (in addition to
fondling, incest, and statutory rape) a catchall, “sex offenses,” which is “[a]ny sexual act
directed against another person, without the consent of the victim.”52
The language “any sexual act” presumably differs from sexual contact or sexual
touching, and could be construed to be verbal, nonverbal, in person, via phone, text, or other
electronic medium. It could include, for example, touching a person’s hand during a date in a
romantic way, making a comment expressing sexual arousal, making a sexual gesture, or sending
a text message expressing sexual desire. What marks sexual acts as criminal for federal
bureaucratic reporting purposes, as opposed to ordinary acts in ordinary sex lives is lack of
consent by the person to whom the act is directed. Generally sexual acts with consent are just
sex. Therefore, the definition of sexual assault turns entirely on the meaning of consent, making
consent the key to whether otherwise ordinary conduct falls in the federal bureaucracy's
regulatory jurisdiction.
The ambiguity and potential breadth of the regulatory definition of sexual assault just
explored tempts us to go back to VAWA’s statutory text for signs that the statute anchors “sexual
assault” more firmly in violence. However, VAWA’s text itself contains two different statutory
50

Id. at 62,789.
Id. at 62,790 (emphasis added).
52
Id. (emphasis added).
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definitions of sexual assault.53
First, for Clery Act reporting purposes, sexual assault means “an offense classified as a
forcible or nonforcible sex offense under the uniform crime reporting system of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation.”54 But the statute is ambiguous as to which FBI UCR definition of “sex
offense” should be used. The definition of “sex offenses” in FBI’s UCR SRS at the time included
“offenses against chastity, common decency, morals, and the like.”55 Could the Clery Act have
contemplated federal regulation of “offenses against chastity, common decency, morals, and the
like” and make them reportable “crimes”? Putting VAWA’s statutory definition of “sexual
assault” together with the FBI UCR SRS’s “sex offenses” definition at the time of enactment, a
reasonable reading of VAWA would require schools to report “offenses against chastity,
common decency, morals, and the like,” under the rubric of disclosing “sexual assault” incidents.
On this plausible, but not inevitable, reading, reporting consensual and nonforcible “offenses
against chastity, common decency, morals, and the like” would be legally required. If this is
correct, the bureaucratic requirement of reporting “sexual assault” mandates the regulation of sex
lives, not just sexual violence.
VAWA’s second definition of sexual assault underlines the point as well. This second
definition is in the universal definitions section of VAWA and is not Clery Act-specific: “any
nonconsensual sexual act proscribed by Federal, tribal, or State law, including when the victim
lacks capacity to consent.”56 The definition of sexual assault here does not speak of criminal
prohibition, but rather of “any nonconsensual sexual acts proscribed by Federal, tribal, or State
law.” Defining sexual assault in this way brings the most ambitious prohibitions into the federal
definition. For example, California and New York have made affirmative consent a requirement
for universities and colleges receiving state funding.57 Sex without affirmative consent then
would be proscribed by these state laws and thus constitute sexual assault for the purposes of
VAWA programs. Further, the statute does not say nonconsensual sexual contact, but rather
nonconsensual sexual act, meaning that verbal or physical acts that do not entail touching may
well be “sexual assault” for VAWA purposes. Therefore, notwithstanding the criminal law
overhang created by terms like crime and sexual assault, the federal bureaucracy is broadly
regulating what many jurisdictions and many people consider consensual sexual activity that is
not criminal.
Clearly, it is impossible to know which sexual acts to treat as crimes under VAWA 2013
without a way to determine consent, but VAWA itself does not define the term. Initially, the
53

The general definitions part of the statute defines “sexual assault” as “any nonconsensual sexual act proscribed by
Federal, tribal, or State law, including when the victim lacks capacity to consent.” Pub. L. No. 113-4, § 3(a)(16), 127
Stat. 54, 58. Section 304 of VAWA 2013, (“campus sexual violence, domestic violence, dating violence, and
stalking education and prevention”) defines “sexual assault” as “an offense classified as a forcible or nonforcible sex
offense under the uniform crime reporting system of the Federal Bureau of Investigation.” Pub. L. No. 113-4, §
304(a)(3)(C), 127 Stat. 54, 89.
54
Id. at § 304(a)(3)(C).
55
FBI, SUMMARY REPORTING SYSTEM (SRS) USER MANUAL 163 (2013). This definition excluded “rape and
prostitution and commercialized vice.” Id.
56
Pub. L. No. 113-4 § 3(a)(16), 127 Stat. 54, 58.
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Cal. Educ. Code § 67386 (West 2015); N.Y. Educ. Law § 6441 (McKinney 2015).
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DOE proposed a definition of consent: “the affirmative, unambiguous, and voluntary agreement
to engage in a specific sexual activity during a sexual encounter.”58 But in the 2014 Final Rule,
the DOE abandoned the task of defining consent altogether, surprisingly concluding that “no
determination as to whether that element has been met is required” for administration and
enforcement of the Clery Act.59 While the DOE acknowledged that the regulation’s definition of
“sex offenses” for reporting purposes has lack of consent as an element, the agency stated that
“all sex offenses that are reported to a campus security authority must be included in an
institution’s Clery Act statistics . . . regardless of the issue of consent.”60
By the regulation’s own terms, the key definitional line that marks sexual conduct that
must be reported as crime—as opposed to conduct that need not be reported—is the lack of
consent. Yet the agency also concludes that no definition of consent is necessary, because no
determination of nonconsent is needed to know which sexual conduct to report. If sex offenses—
defined in the regulations as nonconsensual—must be reported regardless of consent, one can
only conclude that the federal bureaucracy contemplates schools reporting sexual conduct that is
consensual, as long as someone has reported the incident to a campus security authority as a sex
offense.
The federal bureaucracy requires schools to report sex offenses, which cannot be
identified without some working definition of nonconsent, but which the regulations decline to
specify. This leaves schools to devise definitions so that they may disclose in the required
Annual Security Report those incidents that fit these definitions. As we discuss below in Part III,
the federal bureaucracy’s agnosticism on what is nonconsent—the very concept on which the
definition of sex offense relies—combined with the need to have some definition, has led schools
to overshoot, and to define consent to render most sexual interactions nonconsensual.61
The Clery Act also requires “timely warning for any Clery Act crime that represents an
ongoing threat to the safety of students or employees.”62 This obligation is intended to require
notice to the community of a serious and continuing threat, for example, if someone opened fire
or raped someone on or near campus, and the police had not apprehended the suspect.63 Some
schools are interpreting the obligation to require an email blast to the entire university
community when there are incidents such as “unwanted touching and grinding.” For example,
here is one email to one college community:
On Friday, April 5, 2013 at approximately 11:05 p.m. the Office of Safety and Security
received a report of unwanted touching and grinding against at least one other person
present in Wilder Sco by a patron. A person identified as responsible for the alleged
behavior was removed.
58

Violence Against Women Act, Proposed Rule, 79 Fed. Reg. 35418, 35423 (proposed June 20, 2014).
Violence Against Women Act, 79 Fed. Reg. 62,752, 62,756 (Oct. 20, 2014).
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Id. at 62.779 (emphasis added).
61
See infra Part III.
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U.S. DEP’T OF EDUC., THE HANDBOOK FOR CAMPUS SAFETY AND SECURITY REPORTING 5 (2011)
https://www2.ed.gov/admins/lead/safety/handbook.pdf.
63
See HANDBOOK FOR CAMPUS SAFETY AND SECURITY REPORTING, supra note 62, at 98–98 (listing “[a]rmed
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Unwelcome or inappropriate touching and/or sexual conduct, even in a social setting
including music, is considered a violation of both the College Sexual Offense Policy, and
potentially a violation of State law. Any such behavior should be immediately reported to
staff that may assist, and to Safety and Security and/or the Oberlin Police Department for
response, as was done in relation to this incident.64
Clery Act crimes would of course be reported in a school’s Annual Security Report, but this sort
of live incident-by-incident email blast is not just reporting. It is constructing the environment in
which students and employees live and work. Such messages communicate that the university is
a sexually dangerous place. They remind us that the educational environment is constantly
exposed to underlying sexual risk, and that the bureaucracy is monitoring.
B. Discipline and Procedure
1. Sex Discrimination
We have seen that the concept of crime is a significant building block of the sex
bureaucracy. The bureaucratic regulation of sex through the requirement of reporting quasicriminal sexual incidents is part of the foundation of the sex bureaucracy. The other important
building block is the concept of discrimination. Sexual incidents classified under regulatory
terms such as “sexual assault” are the same conduct that the federal bureaucracy increasingly
treats as sex discrimination. The interactive expansion and crossing of crime and discrimination
have characterized the shift toward the bureaucratic regulation of sex.
The main federal antidiscrimination law that has most spawned the growth of the sex
bureaucracy in education is Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972,65 which states that
“[n]o person in the United States shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded from participation in, be
denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any education program or activity

64

Marjorie Burton, Clery Notice: Reported Sexual Imposition, OBERLIN ONCAMPUS (Apr. 6, 2013),
https://oncampus.oberlin.edu/bulletins/2013/04/06/clery-notice-reported-sexual-imposition (emphasis
added). Another example:
You are receiving this Crime Warning as part of UW-Madison’s commitment to providing
campus-area crime information, in compliance with the federal Clery Act (Jeanne Clery
Disclosure of Campus Security Policy and Campus Crime Statistics Act).
On Sunday, September 21, a UW student reported to a campus official that she was touched
inappropriately, without consent, in an on-campus residence hall. The victim reported that
this has happened before, and possibly to others as well.
At this time, law enforcement is not involved, at the request of the victim. However, the university is
investigating the incident. The perpetrator has been identified and university’s disciplinary procedures have
been initiated.
Marc Lovicott, Sexual Assault – 10/17/14, UW-MADISON POLICE DEP’T (Oct. 17, 2014, 12:00AM),
https://uwpd.wisc.edu/incident_reports/sexual-assault-101714/ (emphasis added).
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Pub. L. No. 92-318, 86 Stat. 373 (1972) (codified as amended at 20 U.S.C. §§1681-1688).
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receiving Federal financial assistance.” 66 The Supreme Court has described Title IX as
“conditioning an offer of federal funding on a promise by the recipient not to discriminate, in
what amounts essentially to a contract between the Government and the recipient of funds.”67
Title IX authorizes federal agencies that give funding to implement the antidiscrimination
mandate by regulating funding recipients, and by terminating funding for the failure to comply
with the agencies’ regulations.68
Today the term “Title IX complaint” commonly refers to an allegation of sexual
misconduct by one student against another, but this view was alien at the time of enactment. The
early Title IX regulations required schools to establish internal “grievance procedures” to hear
complaints about the school’s conduct—claims that the schools themselves were discriminating
on the basis of sex.69 This regulatory requirement morphed into an understanding that an internal
school bureaucracy must adjudicate complaints that arise out of sexual conduct among students.
Grievance procedures initially required by Title IX regulations to ensure that individuals would
have a place to complain about a school’s discrimination have today become a lever by which
the federal bureaucracy monitors schools’ policies and procedures regulating sexual behavior.
How did this come to pass?
Twenty-five years after the passage of Title IX, and long after courts had recognized
sexual harassment as a form of Title VII sex discrimination,70 the DOE’s Office of Civil Rights
(OCR) promulgated a guidance document, “Sexual Harassment Guidance: Harassment of
Students by School Employees, Other Students, or Third Parties.” 71 It stated that sexual
harassment of students is a form of sex discrimination, and that “[s]chools are required by the
Title IX regulations to have grievance procedures through which students can complain of
alleged sex discrimination, including sexual harassment.”72 The Guidance explained:
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20 U.S.C. § 1681 (a) (2012) (listing exceptions as well).
Gebser v. Lago Vista Indep. Sch. Dist., 524 U.S. 274, 286 (1998) (also discussing Title VI of the Civil Rights
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[A] school’s failure to respond to the existence of a hostile environment within its own
programs or activities permits an atmosphere of sexual discrimination to permeate the
educational program and results in discrimination prohibited by Title IX. Conversely, if,
upon notice of hostile environment harassment, a school takes immediate and appropriate
steps to remedy the hostile environment, the school has avoided violating Title IX. Thus,
Title IX does not make a school responsible for the actions of harassing students, but
rather for its own discrimination in failing to remedy it once the school has notice.73
The concept of a “hostile environment” that the school had a responsibility to correct, then,
enabled Title IX—a command to schools not to discriminate—to reach not only the conduct of
the school and its agents, but also student conduct.74 If a student’s acts were severe enough to
create a hostile environment and the school did not have effective policies and grievance
procedures in place to discover and correct the hostile environment, the school would be in
violation of Title IX by essentially tolerating a hostile environment and thereby engaging in
discrimination.75
OCR promulgated its Revised Sexual Harassment Guidance in 2001 reaffirming the
compliance standards of the 1997 Guidance.76 The 2001 Guidance states that schools must “end
the harassment, prevent its recurrence, and, as appropriate, remedy its effects.”77 The Guidance
made clear that “[a]s long as the school, upon notice of the harassment, responds by taking
prompt and effective action to end the harassment and prevent its recurrence, the school has
carried out its responsibility under the Title IX regulations.”78 The 2001 Guidance described
schools without effective procedures as hampering “early notification and intervention,” and
“permit[ting] sexual harassment to deny or limit a student’s ability to participate in or benefit
from the school’s program on the basis of sex.”79
Then in 2011, OCR issued a Dear Colleague Letter (DCL) to supplement the 2001
Guidance. 80 Introducing the term “sexual violence” in this context, OCR stated that “the
73
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requirements of Title IX pertaining to sexual harassment also cover sexual violence.”81 The 2011
DCL focused on student conduct and explained that it was “schools’ responsibility to take
immediate and effective steps to end sexual harassment and sexual violence.”82 For example:
“[T]he Title IX regulation requires schools to provide equitable grievance procedures. As part of
these procedures, schools generally conduct investigations and hearings to determine whether
sexual harassment or violence occurred.”83 Following a myriad of questions and confusions in
the wake of the 2011 DCL, OCR issued another guidance document in 2014, entitled “Questions
and Answers on Title IX and Sexual Violence.”84
The administrative interpretation of Title IX’s 1972 discrimination ban initially gave rise
to the requirement that schools set up grievance procedures to hear complaints that the school
violated Title IX. 85 But once, in the 1990s, schools understood sexual harassment to be a form of
Title IX sex discrimination, 86 the idea that schools had responsibility to correct a hostile
environment recast the grievance procedures as a forum for schools to hear complaints about
harassing conduct by students.87 Then, once OCR in 2011 focused on “sexual violence” as a
form of sexual harassment, the connection between the grievance procedure required by Title IX
regulations and student discipline for sexual misconduct was made explicit. The DCL states that
any disciplinary or other procedures to resolve complaints “must meet the Title IX requirement
of affording a complainant a prompt and equitable resolution.”88 The DCL makes explicit for the
first time that a school’s discipline process for sexual assault is regulated by OCR’s
interpretations of Title IX. Schools must investigate and adjudicate student sexual assault cases
to fulfill their Title IX obligations.89 This is a very significant, even fundamental, shift in OCR’s
position. As recently as 2005, OCR stated to a school that it “was under no obligation to conduct
an independent investigation” of an allegation of sexual assault if it “involved a possible
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violation of the penal law, the determination of which is the exclusive province of the police and
the office of the district attorney.”90
When schools conduct investigations and adjudications, the processes are now subject to
OCR oversight. By reviewing a school’s procedures, the federal bureaucracy oversees the
school’s regulation of sexual conduct. This is a not a modest form of oversight.91 OCR’s
monitoring extends to what standard of evidence schools use to evaluate complaints: “OCR
reviews a school’s procedures to determine whether the school is using a preponderance of the
evidence standard to evaluate complaints.”92 The “preponderance of the evidence” standard had
not appeared in Title IX, any Title IX regulation, or the 1997 or 2001 Guidance Documents.93 It
was an invention of the purportedly nonbinding 2011 DCL.94 Nevertheless, dozens of OCR
investigations into whether the procedures at various schools were complying with requirements
introduced in the DCL followed.95 In a scramble to be considered compliant and stave off or
resolve OCR investigations, schools rushed to rewrite their policies and procedures to satisfy the
DCL’s commands,96 including, most prominently, the “preponderance of the evidence” standard.
Many schools entered settlement agreements with OCR promising to take specified measures.97
90
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Chronicle’s Title IX Investigation Tracker, CHRONICLE OF HIGHER EDUC. (last visited Jan. 30, 2016),
http://projects.chronicle.com/titleix/about/.
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Professors About Title IX and Sexual Assault Complaints, VOLOKH CONSPIRACY (Feb. 19, 2015),
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/volokh-conspiracy/wp/2015/02/19/open-letter-from-16-penn-law-schoolprofessors-about-title-ix-and-sexual-assault-complaints/.
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The transformation of the function of the Title IX grievance procedure over several
decades wrought a corresponding transformation in the OCR’s job of oversight. No longer was it
simply monitoring whether schools were engaging in discriminatory acts. Rather, OCR’s task
became specifying schools’ policies, procedures, and organizational forms. OCR now says that
compliance with Title IX requires schools to put in place measures that “may bring potentially
problematic conduct to the school’s attention before it becomes serious enough to create a hostile
environment.”98 Compliance is not merely about putting an end to a hostile environment but also
about anticipating and ferreting out “problematic conduct” that has not yet developed to the level
of hostile environment. Schools must have policies and procedures for regulating even student
conduct that is not creating a hostile environment and therefore is not legally sexual harassment.
OCR’s role is to regulate how schools do so, overseeing the structure and content of school
policies, procedures, personnel, and organizational form.
The bureaucratic regulation of sexual violence and discrimination may seem to be a
rather different proposition from the bureaucratic regulation of sex itself, and it should be. But
consider the conduct that the bureaucracy deems within its purview. The DCL defines sexual
harassment as “unwelcome conduct of a sexual nature. . . . Sexual violence is a form of sexual
harassment prohibited by Title IX.”99 The 2001 Guidance had previously explained, “Conduct is
unwelcome if the student did not request or invite it and ‘regarded the conduct as undesirable or
offensive.’” 100 The unwelcome conduct “creates a hostile environment if the conduct is
sufficiently serious that it interferes with or limits a student’s ability to participate in or benefit
from the school’s program.”101 The DCL also explains that “a single or isolated incident of
sexual harassment [e.g., sexual assault] may create a hostile environment if the incident is
sufficiently severe.”102
Thus, if conduct of a sexual nature is unrequested and regarded as undesirable, it is
unwelcome conduct. That conduct may be physical or verbal. 103 This definition of sexual
campuses, “conduct Title IX complaint investigations promptly instead of waiting for the conclusion of criminal
investigations,” and “provide interim relief for the complainant”). Those familiar with administrative law will
recognize that this practice is not unheard of, but it is subject to a series of standard objections—legal and political.
See Robert A. Anthony, Interpretive Rules, Policy Statements, Guidances, Manuals, and the Like—Should Federal
Agencies Use Them to Bind the Public?, 41 DUKE L.J. 1311, 1312–15 (1992); Tim Wu, Essay, Agency Threats, 60
DUKE L.J. 1841, 1843–45 (2011).
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harassment has been adopted and extended by schools including Harvard University.104
The boundary of federally regulated sex in this bureaucratic regime is whether the
unrequested verbal or nonverbal sexual conduct was regarded as undesirable.105 Query whether
a verbal or nonverbal act that is seeking explicit agreement to have sex would not be
“unwelcome conduct of a sexual nature” if a person to whom that act is directed “did not request
or invite it and . . . regarded the . . . conduct as undesirable.”106 This may seem far-fetched
because it is hard to imagine that one such act would create a hostile environment. But in a letter
to the University of Montana, OCR wrote that rather than limit sexual harassment claims to
unwelcome conduct of a sexual nature that creates a hostile environment, the University should
define sexual harassment “more broadly” as “‘any unwelcome conduct of a sexual nature.’
Defining ‘sexual harassment’ as ‘a hostile environment’ leaves unclear when students should
report unwelcome conduct of a sexual nature and risks having students wait to report to the
University until such conduct becomes severe or pervasive or both.”107
Between 1972 and 2011, a statutory ban on discrimination was transformed into a
bureaucratic structure consisting of policies, procedures, and organizational forms that regulate
sexual conduct. The public debate about Title IX and sexual assault on college campuses gives
the impression that the target of this bureaucracy is sexual violence: that is, rape and sexual
assault. Within the bureaucracy, however, the concept of sexual violence and harassment have
expanded to encompass, for example, unrequested conduct of a sexual nature that is regarded by
someone as undesirable. These are significant shifts in legal and social understandings. The
broader the class of conduct that is regulated in the name of regulating sexual violence as a form
of sex discrimination, the larger the footprint of the growing sex bureaucracy.
The federal bureaucracy interprets federal law to require colleges and universities to have
internal bureaucracies that regulate sexual conduct. An effect of this development is the
replication of bureaucracy by bureaucracy. Schools must employ Title IX coordinators to
oversee their compliance and their processes of responding to individual complaints. At some
schools this is a single person, but at many schools this entails an entire office, staff, and
structure dedicated to implementing federal directives regarding regulation of sexual conduct.
Former OCR governmental bureaucrats often lead or staff the extra-governmental bureaucracies,
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which makes sense from the perspective of schools seeking expert knowledge of what OCR
wants schools to do.108 The Title IX coordinators are supposed to ensure both that sexual
misconduct investigations are fair, and that their schools are complying with OCR’s
interpretation of Title IX, interests that may sometimes conflict. Potential concerns about
neutrality and independence aside, the federal government requires the creation of dedicated
offices, employees, and bureaucracies within the regulated institutions. The sex bureaucracy has
managed to plant seeds of its own replication within the parties it regulates, and the plants are
blossoming.
2. Reporting Policy & Procedure
The past several years have also seen an expansion from requiring disclosure of crimes
(or quasi-crimes) to requiring the disclosure of policies and procedures. All schools receiving
federal funds must include in their Annual Security Report a statement of prevention programs
and disciplinary procedures pertaining to dating violence, domestic violence, sexual assault, and
stalking.109 The focus of schools’ reporting and disclosure has shifted from criminal incidents to
prevention programs and disciplinary procedures.110 As the Congressional Research Service
summarizes:
VAWA requires ASRs to include a statement of the [Institution of Higher Education’s]
policy or programs to prevent sexual assaults, domestic violence, dating violence, and
stalking; policies to address these incidents if they occur, including a statement on the
standard of evidence that will be used during an institutional conduct proceeding
regarding these crimes; and primary prevention programs that are provided to promote
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awareness of these crimes for incoming students and new employees, as well as
providing ongoing awareness training for students and faculty.111
Because the Clery Act creates an information-reporting regime, these regulatory requirements
are fashioned as disclosure requirements. But the line between a disclosure requirement and a
new substantive legal mandate is thin. If a school does not have prevention programs or
disciplinary procedures to disclose, the school must develop them.
The basic structure in the DOE’s 2014 VAWA Final Rule implementing VAWA 2013112
is first to require disclosure of X, promulgate a regulatory definition of X that includes a new
term Y, and then generate a regulatory definition of Y that requires Z. So long as the agency has
the legal authority to require Z, a substantive requirement, this is perfectly lawful. What appears
to be a disclosure requirement, however, is actually a substantive mandate to regulated parties to
do something specific in order to be able to disclose it.
To illustrate, section 668.46 requires the disclosure of any procedures for institutional
disciplinary action in cases of dating violence, domestic violence, sexual assault, or stalking
(X).113 The regulation then establishes that all such procedures must follow a “prompt, fair, and
impartial process” (Y)—the requirements for which, in turn, are defined in detail (Z). Here is a
small slice of the elaborate definitions of Z that are laid out in the regulations:
A prompt, fair, and impartial proceeding includes a proceeding that is—
(A) Completed within reasonably prompt timeframes . . .
(B) Conducted in a manner that—
(1)
Is consistent with the institution’s policies and transparent
to the accuser and accused;
(2)
Includes timely notice of meetings at which the accuser or
accused, or both, may be present; and
(3)
Provides timely and equal access to the accuser, the
accused, and appropriate officials to any information that will be used
during informal and formal disciplinary meetings and hearings; and
(C) Conducted by officials who do not have a conflict of interest or bias
for or against the accuser or the accused.114
These components of a disciplinary proceeding may be wholly desirable, but they are not simply
disclosure. The Rule defines what must be disclosed in such a way as to impose substantive and
procedural obligations. In order to report policies and procedures to satisfy the Rule, schools
must adopt certain policies and procedures as the Rule defines them.
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The 2014 VAWA Final Rule also requires schools to establish and disclose the form of
tribunals that will adjudicate allegations of dating violence, domestic violence, sexual assault, or
stalking.115 These institutional forms have the flavor of criminal tribunals because they discipline
conduct that is called criminal in the federal statute and regulations at issue,116 and because some
of the conduct may actually be criminal in the relevant jurisdiction. But they are of course not
criminal trials but rather noncriminal tribunals to determine a person’s responsibility for conduct
that may or may not be criminal. These tribunals differ in several respects.
First, more conduct is covered by the regulatory definitions than is covered by criminal
law so that the adjudicatory body exercises jurisdiction over a much broader domain of conduct
than would a criminal court.117 Second, the institutional disciplinary procedures do not contain
(and may be prohibited from containing) procedural protections for the accused that exist in a
criminal context. For example, OCR prohibits sexual assault investigations from employing a
standard of proof higher than “preponderance of the evidence.” 118 Importantly, these
requirements apply to any school that participates in the federal student assistance program,
which is virtually every institution of higher education in the United States.119
Most schools have long had disciplinary procedures to handle allegations of student
misconduct, including sexual misconduct. What is different today is that the content of those
procedures, for sexual matters, is specified and controlled by the federal bureaucracy. The result
is the establishment of mini-bureaucracies in educational institutions required to address sexual
conduct (unclearly) indicated as illegal by federal regulation, the structure and functioning of
which is directly specified by a federal agency. In essence, these are privately administered
bureaucracies mandated by the federal bureaucracy, deciding liability for sexual conduct that is
called criminal but may not be even a civil wrong.120 Thousands of these mini-bureaucracies now
exist, occupying an uneasy space between the criminal and the administrative.
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3. Shadowy Administration?
OCR’s 1997 and 2001 Guidances on Title IX sexual harassment were published after
notice and comment. 121 The 2011 Dear Colleague Letter was not issued after notice and
comment.122 Instead, OCR stated its views in the DCL about what Title IX required, and then
launched dozens of investigations of schools for failure to comply with the DCL’s
requirements.123 OCR threatened to terminate federal funding to schools unless they adopted
policies and procedures that complied, and then entered into negotiated settlement agreements
with individual schools.124 A straightforward political objection is that an administrative agency
leveraged the threat of denying federal funds to push institutions to adopt policies and procedures
that the agency prefers, but that are not required by statute or binding regulation.
By its own terms, the “Dear Colleague Letter” is a nonbinding document that cannot
impose any new legal obligation.125 Yet, the DCL contains interpretations that exist nowhere else
in federal law, and OCR relies on those interpretations in investigating schools for
noncompliance with federal law. Sometimes agencies prefer to avoid the costs and time
associated with using notice-and-comment procedures, or to avoid making judgments that would
be subject to judicial review. The legislative rule doctrine, however, requires that even if an
agency announces a policy that it declares to be nonbinding, if the agency treats it as, or it has
the effect of, binding the regulated parties, then the policy is deemed a legislative rule, and
therefore unlawfully promulgated without notice and comment.126 Given that OCR has reached
resolution agreements with dozens of schools it investigated for deviating from interpretations of
Title IX newly announced in the DCL, we are hard-pressed to imagine a good argument that the
DCL does not contain binding requirements.127
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To take away a school’s federal funding, OCR would be statutorily required to hold a
hearing and explain the precise way in which the school had failed to comply with a Title IX
obligation.128 That explanation and legal analysis could be challenged in court and a judge would
evaluate whether the interpretation and policy judgment articulated in OCR’s reasoning was
consistent with Title IX and the Administrative Procedure Act.129 The fact that the school
deviated from the DCL itself could not be treated as a per se Title IX violation.
But the process used by OCR instead has run as follows: First, announce an investigation
into a school. Second, either (a) enter into negotiations while the investigation is ongoing and
reach a resolution agreement in which the school agrees to change its policies and procedures to
comply with, or exceed, the directives of the DCL, or (b) enter a finding of noncompliance, and
then enter into negotiations to reach a resolution agreement as above. Because the threat of lost
federal funds is a big stick to wield, and because the political climate makes being seen as not
opposing sexual violence a public relations nightmare, all universities have complied rather than
challenge OCR’s actions even administratively, much less in litigation.130 As a result, the agency
achieved complete compliance with its nonbinding guidance document without ever having to
defend its reasoning through public comments or judicial review.
This seemingly arcane issue of administrative law became the subject of controversy in
2015 and 2016 during an ongoing exchange between DOE and the Senate Homeland Security
and Governmental Affairs Subcommittee on Regulatory Affairs and Federal Management. In
January 2016, Senator Lankford wrote a letter to John King, Acting Secretary of DOE asking
about the lack of statutory authority for the 2011 DCL, the failure to utilize notice-and-comment
procedures to issue the document, and OCR “overreach.”131 On behalf of Acting Secretary King,
Catherine Lhamon, Assistant Secretary, OCR, responded, citing Title IX regulations’
“requirement that schools adopt ‘grievance procedures providing for prompt and equitable
resolution’ of complaints,”132 as legal authority for the 2011 DCL. Lhamon insisted that it is
128
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Title IX and its regulations that have the force and effect of law, not the DCL.133 In effect, she
argued that the requirements of the DCL are not new because they are inherent in the phrase
“grievance procedures providing for prompt and equitable resolution of complaints” and the
general Title IX prohibition of discrimination “on the basis of sex.”134 The aforementioned
exchange follows testy questioning by Senator Lamar Alexander at Senate hearings, of
Lhamon, 135 and of the DOE’s deputy assistant secretary, Amy McIntosh. 136 The core
administrative law issue is whether OCR has treated the DCL as having the force and effect of
law. OCR says no; the conduct of institutions of higher education seems to suggest otherwise.
The avoidance of administrative law norms partially insulates the sex bureaucracy from
judicial scrutiny. If the agency issued an actual rule requiring disciplinary procedures, unfair
aspects could be challenged as a violation of due process requirements of the federal Constitution
or as arbitrary and capricious under the APA. But when a private institution adopts the very same
procedures, there is no federal due process claim because it is not the government acting, nor is
there an APA claim to be made. There is a plausible argument that the government’s defunding
threat coerces adoption of its preferred procedures and therefore constitutes state action to which
due process requirements attach. But as of this date, this claim has not succeeded in court. Thus,
the off-loading of government responsibility to new mini-bureaucracies inside schools has made
it difficult to subject the federal sex bureaucracy to judicial scrutiny.
Policymaking by agency threat is not unheard of, 137 but it is not ideal, particularly when
one result is to disallow conduct that includes constitutionally protected sex. The lack of
openness to public comment also enables the slide—from regulating sexual violence and sex
discrimination to regulating ordinary sex—to go unnoticed. The bureaucracy is regulating the
bedroom, but it ought not do so behind closed doors.138 To the extent that the bureaucracy is
regulating sex, it should be seen for what it is so that it can be publicly known, examined, and
debated.
C. Prevention & Risk Reduction
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An important component of the sex bureaucracy is prevention. VAWA 2013 requires
schools to produce a statement of policy regarding the institution’s prevention programs.139
These prevention policies are education, training, and risk identification programs that blend
public health and criminal frameworks. OCR has made clear that Title IX requires schools not
just to respond to allegations of sexual violence, but also to “proactively consider” remedies for
the broader student population beyond the complainant affected.140 These proactive measures
include counseling and training of students and staff, as well as the development of educational
materials.141
Pursuant to the 2014 VAWA Regulations, each institution must include in its ASR a
description of “primary prevention and awareness programs for all incoming students and new
employees.”142 “Primary prevention programs” are
programming, initiatives, and strategies informed by research or assessed for value,
effectiveness, or outcome that are intended to stop dating violence, domestic violence,
sexual assault, and stalking before they occur through the promotion of positive and
healthy behaviors that foster healthy, mutually respectful relationships and sexuality,
encourage safe bystander intervention, and seek to change behavior and social norms in
healthy and safe directions.143
Prevention programs are motivated by the imperative to prevent sexual violence, but changing
social norms around sex and relationships may also be an end in itself. Prevention programs seek
to construct good and bad sexual conduct and entail regulation of sexual behavior that is not
sexual violence or harassment.
This is bureaucratic regulation of sex in several senses. First, it is mandated by the federal
bureaucracy. Second, it is administered by government-mandated university bureaucracies.
Third, the federal bureaucracy’s mechanism of control consists mainly of monitoring policies
and procedures that schools must adopt. Finally, the resulting policies consist of educational
materials that explain ways for individuals to engage in sexual conduct—effectively a set of
standard operating procedures, a regulatory sex manual produced by institutions overseen by the
government. We address the schools’ resulting materials below in Part III. The bureaucratic
requirements of these prevention policies necessitate that university bureaucracies actively
regulate not merely sexual violence or sex discrimination, but sex itself.
1. Beware, Poor Minorities and Sexual Fantasies
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The regulatory requirement that prevention programs include information on “risk
reduction”144 gives rise to the pre-criminalization of certain groups on campus. The Department
of Education states that prevention programs must “consider environmental risk and protective
factors as they occur on the individual, relationship, institutional, community, and societal
levels.”145 What exactly are these risk factors? This framework is an explicit attempt to use a
public health or epidemiological approach to sexual violence prevention. The Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) is the main agency providing information, resources, and
the organizing conceptual framework for sexual violence prevention programs. Every federal
policy statement describing prevention programs, of which we are aware, contains a citation to
the CDC, its reports, analysis, and approach to risk reduction.
The CDC relies upon a four-step approach to addressing public health problems in
general and sexual violence in particular: “(1) Define the problem; (2) Identify risk and
protective factors; (3) Develop and test prevention strategies; (4) Assure widespread
adoption.”146 Risk, in this setting, is the risk that an individual will perpetrate sexual violence.147
The below discussion is drawn from the CDC’s website and its primary report on risk factors for
sexual violence perpetration, 148 which comprehensively summarizes findings from various
academic literatures.149
Individual risk factors include alcohol use, early sexual initiation, coercive sexual
fantasies, preferences for impersonal sex and sexual risk-taking, exposure to sexually explicit
media, adherence to traditional gender role norms, and hyper-masculinity.150
Relationship risk factors include a “[s]trong patriarchal relationship or familial
environment” and “[e]motionally unsupportive familial environment.”151
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Community risk factors include “[l]ack of employment opportunities,” “[p]overty,” and a
“[l]ack of institutional support from police and judicial system.”152
Societal risk factors include “[s]ocietal norms that support male superiority and sexual
entitlement,” “[s]ocietal norms that maintain women’s inferiority and sexual submissiveness,”
and “[w]eak laws and policies related to sexual violence and gender equity.”153
Schools are required to develop and implement prevention programs that address these
risk factors, which can be used to identify high-risk individuals and target them with education
and monitoring programs.154 Although the presence of these perpetration risk factors may not
lead to the perpetration of sexual violence, the government believes it increases the probability of
sexual violence perpetration. Using the CDC risk factors leads to a mandated consideration of
community risk factors like “[l]ack of employment opportunities,” “[p]overty,” and a “[l]ack of
institutional support from police and judicial system[s].”155 It is easy to see that this would result
in a kind of pre-criminalization that would disproportionately affect poor men of color on
campus.156
What exactly would it mean for prevention and awareness programs to address these
perpetration risk factors? Is the student population to be educated about these risk factors and
told that individuals from communities with poverty, unemployment, or a lack of institutional
support from police—poor black and Latino men—are more likely to be perpetrators of sexual
violence? Or are prevention programs to be targeted to the groups the CDC’s risk factors suggest
are more likely to be perpetrators? That would presumably require the identification of these
students and either enhanced monitoring or targeted education measures that seek to “increase
audience knowledge and share information and resources to prevent violence, promote safety,
and reduce perpetration.”157 Given the considerable discretion and elasticity in constructions of
key concepts like “nonconsent,” “unwelcome,” “unwanted,” or “undesirable,” as well as the
common feelings of ambivalence in human sexual experience, this sort of pre-criminalization
corrosively may create (if not mandate) a serious risk of discrimination in the effort to prevent
sexual violence.
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Consider two additional risk factors: “[h]yper-masculinity” and “[c]oercive sexual
fantasies.”158 According to the source the CDC cites as support, hyper-masculinity consists of
two risk factors: (1) membership in a fraternity, and (2) sports participation.159 A plausible
reading of the federal requirement that schools address the CDC’s risk factors is that schools
must make clear through ongoing education programs that fraternity members and student
athletes are more likely to be perpetrators of sexual violence. While the majority of student
athletes in the country are white, on a predominantly white college campus, a minority presence
of poor black men on scholarships may be concentrated in the school’s sports teams. 160
Combining the CDC risk factors of “hyper-masculinity,” “poverty,” and “lack of institutional
support from police and judicial systems” creates a significant risk of pre-criminalizing minority
men.
As for “coercive sexual fantasies,” when one reads the “systematic review” conducted by
the CDC regarding risk factors for sexual violence, the actual source cited claims that sexual
fantasies per se are associated with sexual violence—not just coercive sexual fantasies.161 Some
of the studies cited involve asking convicted sex offenders, convicted non-sex offenders, and
college males about their sexual fantasies. The evidence from the CDC’s source indicates that
college males have higher rates of virtually all variants of sexual fantasy, coercive or
noncoercive, than convicted sex offenders and non-sex offenders.162 But setting aside the strange
gap between the CDC’s conclusions and the studies on which it relies, what does it mean to
mandate that university prevention policies address risk factors like exposure to sexually explicit
media, sexual fantasies, and preferences for impersonal sex? It means, in part, that the federal
government requires schools to be involved in constructing sexual norms and putting a stamp of
disapproval on sexual practices like impersonal sex, pornography consumption, and sexual
fantasies.
The CDC risk factors also figure in prevention policies outside of higher education. For
example, the Department of Defense (DOD) Sexual Assault Prevention and Response Office
(SAPRO) adopted the CDC’s “Sexual Violence Risk Factors” almost verbatim after a CDC
briefing to SAPRO in November 2013.163 The DOD implemented both the CDC’s public health
model in general and the CDC risk factors in particular. Colleges and universities have followed
suit and developed prevention policies that take into account CDC risk factors.164
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2. My Brother's Keeper
Both statutory165 and regulatory166 language require primary prevention and awareness
programs to include “bystander intervention” elements as part of the campaign to make sexual
violence a community responsibility. The White House Task Force to Protect Students from
Sexual Assault explains that “[r]esearch on the causes of sexual violence and evaluation of
prevention efforts indicates that bystanders (also referred to as witnesses, defenders, or
upstanders) are a key piece of prevention work.”167 These programs tend to focus on generating a
sense of responsibility and building skills so that bystanders can get involved in preventing
sexual assault.168
Each of the thousands of mini sex bureaucracies must adopt a bystander intervention
program. Consider the “Step Up!” program outlined in American University’s 2014 Annual
Security Report:
Five Decision-Making Steps
•
Notice the event.
•
Interpret the event as a problem—investigate!
•
Assume personal responsibility.
•
Know how to help.
•
Implement the help: Step Up!169
It is not just the duty of the educational institution to investigate—bystanders must investigate.
As the National Sexual Violence Resource Center says: “The reality is that everyone is a
bystander, every day, in one way or another to a wide range of events that contribute to sexual
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violence.”170 Embedded in the idea of bystander intervention is the idea that each person must
interpret his or her environment and act before others’ interactions become sexual violence or
even sexual conduct. It is not just a matter of intervening in sexually violent acts:
If we limit our interventions to a culminating “event,” we miss multiple opportunities to
do something or say something before someone is harmed. Instead, think of the “event”
as being on a continuum of behaviors that demand specific interventions at each step. At
one end of the continuum are healthy, age-appropriate, respectful, and safe behaviors. At
the other end are sexual abuse, rape, and violent behaviors. Between the ends are other
behaviors, ranging from those that begin to feel inappropriate, coercive, and harassing.
Each situation is an opportunity to intervene by reinforcing positive behaviors BEFORE a
behavior moves further towards sexual violence.171
Thus, bystanders are to look for opportunities to intervene long before sexual violence, when
they see behaviors move along the continuum away from “healthy, age-appropriate, respectful,
and safe” behaviors.
Bystander intervention programs seek to produce the sense that we are all implicated in
the sexual environment and in proto-sexual interactions taking place around us. Responsibility
for the potential sexual interactions surrounding us belongs to us all. There are no innocent
bystanders, and perhaps no fully innocent interactions, because non-problematic sexual
behaviors can become problematic. We all must monitor the sexual environment to see if we can
investigate and intervene. We are all part of the sex bureaucracy.
D. Research: Making by Measuring
One of the laudable components of the sex bureaucracy’s regulatory approach has been a
renewed emphasis on research. Accurate statistics regarding the incidence of sexual assault on
campus and in society have long been difficult to obtain. Between problems of underreporting
and varying definitions of sexual assault, ascertaining the scope and scale of sexual assault is a
challenge.172 Accurate data about what is occurring and why is critical. To that end, the White
House Task Force issued a call for all universities to conduct a campus climate survey and
provided a toolkit to help universities design their surveys.173 Following that call, universities
across the country have performed or are now performing sexual climate surveys. Although these
170
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surveys vary, the American Association of Universities (AAU) survey, developed and
implemented by twenty-six colleges and universities, is the most common.174 The AAU survey
uses much, but not all, of the White House Task Force model survey. The results from these
surveys are being analyzed and a good deal of useful information has already entered the public
debate as a result.
Our goal in this section is not to critique any survey instrument, but rather to explore the
ways in which the design of campus climate surveys helps construct the sexual norms and
perceptions that the survey purports to measure. To be sure, the call for research is partially
motivated by a desire to gather information, but it also communicates a message about sexual
conduct and sexual norms. “Conducting a climate survey can demonstrate the university’s
commitment to addressing sexual assault and build trust with students, faculty, parents, and
others.”175 Asking students about their sexual conduct is part of the formation of the campus
sexual climate. As a stark example, if a survey instrument were titled, “Sexual Violence and
Institutional Betrayal,” as it was at the University of Oregon, 176 it would seem clear that
something more than mere research were occurring. We are constructing a sexual environment in
the course of attempting to measure it. This is not to say that we should not do sexual violence
surveys—only that we should be cognizant of how the call for research relates to other
components of the sex bureaucracy. The new sexual climate surveys attempt to estimate the
background level of risk, but in so doing they also construct the perception and understanding of
this risk. The survey instrument suggested by the government is part of the regulatory regime
that articulates and attempts to alter norms and understandings about sex and desire. Risk
estimation and data gathering merge with the active construction of contested concepts that
shape the experience and meaning of sexual conduct.
Consider some illustrations. An inevitable choice for any survey is whether to define the
terms the survey is asking about. This is particularly true in an area where terms carry varied and
changing legal and social meanings. The MIT survey, for example, uses the terms “sexual
assault” and “sexual violence” at various points in its climate survey, but does not define the
terms.177 Both the White House Task Force model survey and the AAU survey do define the
terms. The model White House survey defines sexual violence as follows:
Sexual violence refers to a range of behaviors that are unwanted by the recipient and
include remarks about physical appearance; persistent sexual advances that are
174
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undesired by the recipient; unwanted touching; and unwanted oral, anal, or vaginal
penetration or attempted penetration. These behaviors could be initiated by someone
known or unknown to the recipient, including someone they are in a relationship with.178
Here, nonconsent is replaced by “unwanted” or “undesired” as the marker of sexual violence.
“Sexual violence” includes “remarks about physical appearance,” sexual advances, and
unwanted touching (Of which body part? Through clothes?). It seems likely that the average
person would not have classified all of the listed behaviors as “sexual violence” absent the
survey defining them as such. Therefore, the model survey departs from an ordinary
understanding of sexual violence in broadly constructing conduct, such as unwanted remarks
about physical appearance, as sexual violence.179
The AAU survey takes a slightly different tack, substituting for “sexual violence” the
phrase “sexual assault and sexual misconduct.” The survey section on “perceptions of risk” starts
with the following preamble:
“Sexual assault” and “sexual misconduct” refer to a range of behaviors that are
nonconsensual or unwanted. These behaviors could include remarks about physical
appearance or persistent sexual advances. They also could include threats of force to get
someone to engage in sexual behavior such as nonconsensual or unwanted touching,
sexual penetration, oral sex, anal sex or attempts to engage in these behaviors. These
behaviors could be initiated by someone known or unknown, including someone you are
in or have been in a relationship with.180
This preamble is similar to the White House version, but the removal of the term “sexual
violence” and the introduction of the term “sexual misconduct” are important. Sexual assault and
sexual misconduct are presumably different from each other; yet it is not clear exactly how. Are
they of similar severity because the survey asks about them together? Or are they of differing
severity? The survey is saying that unwanted remarks about physical appearance are either
sexual assault or sexual misconduct. Which, though? Both? In the White House model survey,
unwanted remarks about physical appearance are considered sexual violence.
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The survey is itself contributing to, if not establishing, perceptions of what sexual assault,
sexual misconduct, and sexual violence are understood to be. The MIT non-defining approach
produces data that are likely less reliable because what is meant by sexual assault will vary
across individuals. But the process of defining is a process of creating meaning and social
understandings. That is inevitable. To the extent that sexual climate surveys educate students
about what (the surveyor or government believes) sexual misconduct is, these instruments are
another part of the sexual education and reform program, altering (not merely measuring)
understandings about what sex is ordinary and what sex is misconduct. The survey pushes these
understandings in a particular direction—toward more expansive definitions of sexual violence.
Consider the interaction between the ideas of nonconsensual sexual contact and of
unwanted sexual contact. The model survey sometimes starts with a phrase like “nonconsensual
or unwanted sexual contact,” but then quickly drops the language of nonconsent, using unwanted
as a stand-in:
This section asks about nonconsensual or unwanted sexual contact you may have
experienced. When you are asked about whether something happened since
[TIMEFRAME], please think about what has happened since [TIMEFRAME]. The
person with whom you had the unwanted sexual contact could have been a stranger or
someone you know, such as a family member or someone you were dating or going out
with. These questions ask about five types of unwanted sexual contact . . . 181
In the model survey, “unwanted” simply becomes the marker of sexual violence. Consent, as a
word and as a concept, fades. In terms of data reliability, treating these terms in the same breath
has the effect of measuring the incidence as an aggregation of nonconsensual and unwanted
sexual contact. More importantly, it contributes to individual and ultimately social
understandings that unwanted is the same thing as nonconsensual—that we should feel similarly
about unwanted sexual contact and nonconsensual sexual contact.
So too in the AAU survey, whose “Risk Perception” questions ask about “sexual assault
or sexual misconduct” after defining the terms as noted above. The AAU survey also asks much
more focused and directed questions about the use or threat of physical force to achieve or
attempt to achieve “[s]exual penetration” or “[o]ral sex,” each of which is carefully defined.182
This would seem to be an attempt to focus on nonconsensual sexual contact with the use or threat
of physical force. Yet the introduction to these questions reads as follows:
This next section asks about nonconsensual or unwanted sexual contact you may have
experienced while attending [University]. The person with whom you had the
nonconsensual or unwanted contact could have been someone you know, such as
someone you are currently or were in a relationship with, a coworker, a professor, or a
family member. Or it could be someone you do not know.
181
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The following questions separately ask about contact that occurred because of physical
force, incapacitation due to alcohol or drugs, and other types of pressure.183
Thus, even when asking about physical force or incapacitation, the survey merges the ideas of
nonconsent and unwantedness. The MIT survey, with a few exceptions, dispenses with the idea
of nonconsent entirely and asks directly about “unwanted sexual behavior.”184
This conflation of nonconsent and unwantedness matters because many people, both men
and women, have consensual sex that is unwanted. Sometimes it is partially unwanted, not fully
wanted, or both wanted and unwanted at the same time, in contexts ranging from single hookups
to longstanding relationships and marriages. Ambivalence—simultaneously wanting and not
wanting, desire and revulsion—is endemic to human sexuality. It is far from clear today that
having unwanted sexual contact is morally, psychologically, or practically equivalent to having
nonconsensual sex.185 Furthermore, the psychological line between “I did not want that to
happen” and “I want that not to have happened” can be thin. The AAU and the model survey’s
questions are making a claim that nonconsensual and unwanted are or ought to be treated the
same, for purposes of policy, individual and social experience, and memory.
Asking students about their sexual experiences in this way constructs how students
understand their sexual experiences and transforms the meaning of some sexual conduct into
misconduct, by way of measuring how much sexual violence exists. Whether this is desirable or
undesirable, it is important to recognize the regulatory effects of the sexual conduct surveys apart
from the project of gathering knowledge.
The public debates about schools’ handling of campus rape complaints and about the
prevalence of sexual violence on campus operate with the impression that the subject matter
being addressed is, at its core, rape or violent assault. The phrase “one in five” that accompanies
the common language of “epidemic” is part statistic and part rallying cry.186 Whether that
number is inflated or deflated has been the subject of extensive public debate and it is not our
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subject here.187 We do, however, wish to point to a shift in the vocabulary used to describe that
statistic—a shift related to the instability of what surveys are measuring and the federal
government is regulating. A recent feature on the Washington Post’s website contains the
heading: “College Sexual Assault: 1 in 5 College Women Say They Were Violated.”188 The first
sentence of the article reads: “Twenty percent of young women who attended college during the
past four years say they were sexually assaulted, according to a Washington Post-Kaiser Family
Foundation poll.”189 Participants in the public debate sometimes use the terms “sexual assaulted”
and “violated” interchangeably. 190 To what extent has the federal bureaucracy moved to
implement understandings similar to those Catharine MacKinnon expressed in 1987, “Politically,
I call it rape whenever a woman has sex and feels violated”?191
***
Sex regulation has become a domain of the federal bureaucracy. A crime-reporting
regime has resulted in a bundle of policies and procedural requirements—regulated parties must
formulate, adopt, and implement additional policies to disclose—whose effect is the regulation
not just of sexual violence, but of sex. Implementing these requirements has meant the creation
of bureaucratic forms in nongovernmental institutions.192 The framing of sexual violence as a
public health matter to be addressed in the mode of risk regulation and prevention has
contributed significantly to the expansion of the bureaucracy’s area of regulation. Prevention
programs to manage risk are in effect defining and regulating the desirable ways to have sex—
not just preventing sexual violence. The sex bureaucracy focuses not only on isolated incidents,
187
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but also on structuring the environment. Regulation of the sexual environment shifts focus onto
the involvement of institutions, cultures, and members of the community, such as bystanders.
Because all community members are implicated in a sexual encounter, and because in every
sexual encounter there is a risk of it going wrong, the school, the government, and peers are all
implicitly involved in each sexual act. That is an active, ongoing, and pervasive endeavor. It
requires constant attention, staff, organization, policy, and procedure—not only a federal
bureaucracy, but also thousands of sex bureaucracies.
III. BUREAUCRATS OF DESIRE
The sex bureaucracy has conscripted colleges and universities as bureaucrats of desire.
Within each of their mini-bureaucracies, college sex bureaucrats understand their regulation
endeavors as federal legal compliance. These sex bureaucracies are not simply training students
on the rules of rape, sexual assault, and sexual harassment. They are instructing students on
matters such as what is “sexy,” what constitutes “great sex,” what are “positive relationships,”
and the like. They are instructing on, advising on, counseling on, defining, monitoring,
investigating, and adjudicating questions of sexual desire.
A. The Foreplay Bureaucracy
Consent is a central concept in school programs to train students on sexual violence. In
the course of sexual violence prevention, many schools have folded into the consent rubric a set
of normative views on good sex and good relationships. Sexual violence education and
prevention programming is rapidly morphing into sex instructions reminiscent of guidance
provided by sex therapists like Dr. Ruth. This jibes well with the public health framework that
has so strongly influenced the federal regulatory orientation to sexual violence. Since the sex
bureaucracy’s role is regulating health and safety, explanations of consent easily lead to
instructions about what is “healthy” or “positive” in sex and relationships. Within the broad
health rubric, schools promote normative relationship values, such as respect, honesty, care for
feelings, and nontraditional sex roles. All of this serves the sex bureaucracy’s construction of an
acceptable framework for the expression and gratification of sexual desire.
The distinction between “consensual sex” and “good sexual relationships” is eroding. For
example, here is a smattering of instructions to students from Brown University’s Health
Services: “Communication, respect, and honesty are fundamental to great sex and relationships.”
“Positive views on sex and sexuality are empowering.” “Consent is not just about getting a yes or
no answer, but about understanding what a partner is feeling.”193 The school advises students
before having sex to consider whether “[e]ach person is positive and sincere about their
desires.”194
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Yale University disclosed in its federally required 2013 ASR that its prevention program
tells students that consent is not enough: “Hold out for enthusiasm. In general, it’s easy to tell if
someone is enthusiastic about an encounter or not.”195 In complying with the prevention program
disclosure requirement, and purporting to prevent nonconsensual sexual contact, Yale instructs
students on enthusiastic sex. Students are told to “[c]ommunicate with [their] sexual and
romantic partners,” as “[o]pen discussion of desires and limits is a critical part of building a
positive sexual culture.” 196 A positive sexual culture, open discussion of sexual desires,
communication with romantic partners, and enthusiastic sex all seem like good sexual
aspirations, though perhaps achieved by quite few. But these are not trainings about how to
prevent sexual violence. They are instructions on how to have ordinary (or extraordinary) sex,
and they are produced and monitored by the sex bureaucracy.
Georgia Southern University explains in its 2015 Annual Security Report its definition of
consent, which goes significantly further than even affirmative consent: “Consent is a voluntary,
sober, imaginative, enthusiastic, creative, wanted, informed, mutual, honest, and verbal
agreement.”197 Many schools have recognized the same definition.198 According to these schools,
consent is not just an affirmative agreement. It is an agreement that is, inter alia, “imaginative,”
“enthusiastic,” and “creative.” Because consent is “verbal,” a nod or smile cannot be consent.
The inclusion of the term “sober” in the consent definition also seems to indicate that consent is
invalid when a person is tipsy or drunk—not just when they are incapacitated. This school’s
federally reported definition of “consent” is in effect not consent, but rather something more. The
school is instructing students to be “imaginative” and “creative” in their sexual encounters, to be
explicit, and to do more than nod or smile during sex to indicate the required enthusiasm.
A number of schools have taken to presenting consent not simply as a line that marks off
sexual assault, but rather as an element of what is “sexy.” “It is not sexy to have sex without
consent!” a number of schools exclaim.199 “Why is consent sexy?” Among other things, because
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it “makes sex and relationships better,” and “provides the opportunity to acknowledge that you
and your partner(s) have sexual needs and desires.”200 Asking “[h]ow . . . UGA students make
consent sexy,” the University of Georgia quotes a student: “Mutual respect, honor, appreciation,
intimacy, foreplay, understanding, communication, dialogue.”201 “Sexy” is equated with having
normatively good relationship values.
The link between respect and sex in many colleges’ training programs is notable. Many
schools, including Columbia University and Grinnell College, feature the phrase “Sexual
Respect” on their websites presenting information and resources related to Title IX.202 All new
Columbia students are required to take part in programming that explores the relationship
between sexual respect and community membership.203 The University of Georgia’s instructions
articulate the link between respect and sexual desire:
Show your partner that you respect her/him enough to ask about her/his sexual
needs and desires. If you are not accustomed to communicating with your partner
about sex and sexual activity the first few times may feel awkward. But, practice
makes perfect. Be creative and spontaneous. Don’t give up. The more times you
have these conversations with your partner, the more comfortable you will
become communicating about sex and sexual activity. Your partner may also find
the situation awkward at first, but over time you will both be more secure in
yourselves and your relationship.204
Regarding a directive like “[d]on’t give up” even in the face of awkwardness, one wonders how
that advice in the service of sexual violence prevention would work at schools that designate
persistent sexual advances, or even unrequested and undesirable verbal sexual conduct, as forms
of sexual harassment.205 The instruction to be “creative and spontaneous” is also puzzling insofar
as it is at least somewhat in tension with instructions to be more communicative, since discussion
presumably slows down sexual encounters to make them more deliberate and to avoid surprises
that could come with spontaneity and creativity.
Clark University’s consent materials, subtitled “Doing It with the Lights On,” tells
students, “We want you to have great sex if you choose to have sex—safer, mutually enjoyable,
consensual sex,” “Seeking = Sexy!” and “Receiving = Sexy!”206 American University’s 2014
ASR includes a listing of “the difference between healthy and unhealthy relationships.”207
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Healthy relationships feature, inter alia, partners who “are open and communicate needs and
desires,” “encourage each other,” “are free to be themselves,” “respect . . . each partner’s
privacy,” and enjoy “independence within the relationship.” 208 How many people in long
marriages can say that their relationships satisfy these criteria, let alone teenage college students
in fumbling sexual experiences?209 Under the rubric of preventing sexual violence, school minibureaucracies within federal bureaucratic oversight are engaged in a normative program of goodsex education, couched in views about good relationships in which that good sex should be had.
Presumably in an attempt to fight a possible association of seeking verbal consent with an
awkward damper on sexual excitement or romance, the University of Wyoming has a section in
its consent materials, called “Don’t Kill the Mood,” that explains: “Asking for consent not only
shows that you respect and care for your partner, but it also shows your creativity and can even
make the sexual interaction more intimate.”210 The materials state that “[a]nything less than
voluntary, sober, enthusiastic, verbal, noncoerced, continual, active, and honest consent is Sexual
Assault.”211 According to this statement, someone who has unenthusiastic sex or sex while tipsy
is being sexually assaulted. The materials explain that “[b]oth partners need to be excited about
the sexual activity.”212 Rather than using body language, which is too often misinterpreted,
consent should be a verbal “‘Yes.’ Or even, ‘Yes, Yes, Oh! Yes!’”213 The school preaches, “If
you know your partner is excited and as into the moment as you are, you will have a better
sexual experience,” and “if you don’t like oral sex, tell your partner and find another way to
experience or give pleasure to your partner.”214 The school supplies some suggested phrases
students could use in the midst of a sexual encounter, to “Make Consent Sexy”:
Do you like when I do this?
What would you like me to do for you?
It makes me so hot when you (kiss/touch/suck/. . .) me there. What makes you hot?
Do you want me to (kiss/touch/suck/. . .)?215
And for students who want to take things to the next level, in a section on how to “Make Consent
Fun,” the school provides some more colorful or even ribald suggestions for a script:
Baby, you want to make a bunk bed: me on top, you on bottom?
May I pleasure you with my tongue?
208
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Would you like to try an Australian kiss? It’s like a French kiss, but “Down
Under.”
I’ve got the ship. You’ve got the harbor. Can I dock for the night?216
Putting aside the question whether these kinds of utterances improve or aggravate ambiguity in
consent, the point is that these are how-to’s for sexual arousal, proposition, and seduction—not
just consent or agreement to have sex. In a similar vein, The University of California, San
Diego’s 2014 ASR lists a sexual violence prevention program called “Dirty Talk: Making
Consent Fun!” that declares, “Consent is not only necessary, but also foreplay.”217 Under federal
bureaucratic oversight, schools are in the business of formulating and providing sex and
relationship instruction and advice, and regulating it bureaucratically.218 They are bureaucrats of
desire.
Prevention programs for “sexual violence” train students on the kind of sex and sexual
relationships they ought to engage in, quite beyond the rules of consent. They are about values in
the realm of sex, spurred by the bureaucratic imperative to steer students way clear of boundaries
that could implicate federal prohibitions. They are, in effect, endeavors to construct a value-laden
sexual relationship environment. In a statement such as, “Consent is about real, honest, confident
and open communication,”219 “consent” stands in for a whole normative world of assumptions
about what makes sex and relationships good, satisfying, worthwhile, meaningful, and fulfilling.
The University of Wyoming is especially explicit: “By communicating what you want and need
from your sexual relationship (and your relationship outside the bedroom), you will develop a
more caring, responsive, respectful love life.” 220 Enthusiasm, respect, excitement, honesty,
creativity, imaginativeness, responsiveness, and caring are all terms that we increasingly see
schools recite in the mode of didactic training on how to have sex. In short, prevention programs,
regulated by the sex bureaucracy, direct students to have sex that reflects a familiar set of
normative marriage-like ideals.
The ideals are often built into the definitions of consent disclosed in many federally
required Annual Security Reports, whose purpose is to report campus crime. Breaches of these
standards are supposed to lead to discipline, in accordance with the Department of Education’s
requirements. Crossing the consent line is supposed to trigger investigation and adjudication, as
required by the federal bureaucracy. A number of schools have recently defined consent for
disciplinary purposes to include enthusiasm and other markers of desire.221 For example, Elon
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University’s 2013 ASR reports: “Only a comprehensible, unambiguous, positive and enthusiastic
communication of consent for each sexual act qualifies as consent.”222 Anything else is sexual
assault. These definitions of consent to mean “enthusiastic” agreement or “sober” agreement and
the like raise the question whether the sex bureaucracy will indeed investigate and discipline
students for having sex when the agreement was unenthusiastic or tipsy.
We have seen notions of nonconsent transform rapidly, from traditional criminal notions
of overcoming resistance and acting against someone’s will, to regulatory notions of a lack of
affirmative agreement, to unwantedness and undesirability. The consent line moves further with
each crop of students across the country taught that they should seek not just agreement to
engage in sex but also enthusiasm and excitement. When sexual violence prevention programs
teach that sexual assault is anything other than enthusiastic, excited, creative, and imaginative
sexual agreement, a disciplinary remedy for sex that is none of those things may be expected as
well. In the interlocking system of required reporting, prevention, and discipline, the question of
desire is now squarely in the purview of the sex bureaucracy. How much further will it go in
regulating sexual desire?
The conduct classified as illegal by the sex bureaucracy has grown substantially, and
indeed, it plausibly covers almost all sex students are having today. But is this a problem?
Stephen Schulhofer, Reporter for the American Law Institute’s Model Penal Code revisions on
sexual assault, has compared affirmative consent rules that would render most people’s sex lives
illegal to a speed limit that one expects to be routinely violated and yet enhances overall
safety.223 If “people know what the rules of the road are . . . the overwhelming majority will
comply with them.”224 The rise of this type of reasoning complements the ratcheting process we
have seen in the sex bureaucracy, in which commonsense advice about how to be safe evolves
into legal prohibition.
As nonconsent became the distinguishing feature of illegal sex, schools, parents,
advocacy organizations, and the government gave commonsense advice: If there is any
ambiguity about consent, stop. Don’t take the absence of a “no” to mean consent. Out of an
abundance of caution, avoid ambiguity, get a “yes,” and avoid the cliff of nonconsent and sexual
assault. In short order, however, the extra-cautious strategy of steering clear of the cliff became
the new legal definition of consent. Once the line moved, commonsense advice was again to stay
well clear of it: Do not settle for a nod, a smile, or even a “yes.” Make sure the yes is
“enthusiastic.” This is more than consent, supposedly creating a buffer from the risk of sexual
assault. Very rapidly, however, the consent line shifted again in many places to make enthusiasm
a requirement of consent itself—anything less than enthusiasm is sexual assault. At each point,
an attempt to remain a healthy distance from the cliff’s edge results in a change in where the cliff
is. This is a process of erosion such that what was considered ordinary sex is regulated in ways
that are unstable and uncertain. And as the context of highway stops for exceeding speed limits
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that nobody follows has shown, vagueness and over-inclusiveness means a likely
disproportionate impact on minorities for conduct in which most people routinely engage.225
B. DOE Process
Accompanying the elevation of consent to enthusiasm, excitement, creativity, and desire
is a corresponding set of institutional procedures for disciplining sexual misconduct. The 2011
Dear Colleague Letter announced that to satisfy Title IX, schools’ policies and procedures had to
meet specific criteria of which schools had not theretofore been aware.226 Although the DCL was
fashioned as a guidance document that itself does not impose any new binding legal obligations,
the OCR continued to initiate investigations into dozens of schools for noncompliance with Title
IX,227 utilizing interpretations specified only in the DCL. The explicit threat was (and remains) to
terminate all federal funding—upon which virtually all institutions of higher education
significantly rely—if schools did not change their policies and disciplinary procedures to
comply.228
In the ensuing years, schools scrambled to adopt new policies and procedures that might
satisfy OCR and keep the defunding threat at bay, while also curbing any negative media
attention.229 Most typically post-DCL schools replaced their existing procedures and sexual
misconduct policies (which might previously have been common procedures for all student
misconduct) with new sexual misconduct–specific policies and procedures designed to comport
with the DCL.230 But the new policies and procedures that schools have adopted under this
pressure have also come under intense criticism.
As an example, consider Harvard. While Harvard College and Harvard Law School were
under federal investigation for noncompliance with Title IX, Harvard University in July 2014
announced its new “Sexual and Gender-Based Harassment Policy”231 and its new “Procedures
225
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for Handling Complaints Against Students Pursuant to the Sexual and Gender-Based Harassment
Policy.”232 These replaced all of the individual Harvard schools’ previous substantive policies as
well as their disciplinary procedures for sexual misconduct complaints.233 Strong public criticism
of the new procedures from Harvard Law School faculty members (including one of us), pointed
out the unfairness of key aspects of the procedures, including:
•
•

•

The absence of any adequate opportunity to discover the facts charged and to
confront witnesses and present a defense at an adversarial hearing.
The lodging of the functions of investigation, prosecution, fact-finding, and appellate
review in one office, an office that is itself a Title IX compliance office rather than an
entity that could be considered structurally impartial.
The failure to ensure adequate representation for the accused, particularly for students
unable to afford representation.234

In December 2014, OCR found Harvard Law School violated Title IX in the previous two years
by, inter alia, having used a “clear and convincing” standard instead of a “preponderance of the
evidence” standard of proof, and not having made clear that mediation would not be used to
resolve sexual misconduct cases.235 As a result, Harvard Law School entered into a resolution
agreement with OCR that would resolve the investigation.236 In a press release, OCR announced:
“Under the terms of the agreement, the Law School must:
• Revise all applicable sexual harassment policies and procedures to comply with Title
IX and provide clear notice of which policy and procedure applies to Law School
complaints;
• Through its Title IX Coordinator, coordinate provision of appropriate interim steps to
provide for the safety of the complainant and campus community during an
investigation; . . .
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Conduct annual climate assessments to assess whether the steps and measures being
taken by the Law School are effective and to inform future proactive steps to be taken
by Law School; . . .
Track and submit for OCR's review information on all sexual harassment/violence
complaints and reports of sexual harassment/violence filed during the course of the
monitoring and responsive action taken by the Law School.”237

Meanwhile, Harvard University had intended that its new 2014 procedures would apply
uniformly across the entire university, but Harvard Law School broke with the University’s
procedures because of the Law School faculty’s serious concerns about procedural fairness, and
wrote its own new procedures.238 In contrast to the University’s procedures, the Law School
procedures permit a live hearing on the evidence, participation of counsel for whom the school
will pay if parties cannot afford it, opportunity for parties to question witnesses and each other
through the chair of the proceedings, and separation of roles of investigation, adjudication, and
appeal.239 These new Harvard Law School procedures, which OCR approved, do not actually
contravene anything in the DCL, but they differ significantly from procedures that many schools
such as Harvard University adopted post-DCL in efforts to ward off OCR’s threats. While
Harvard Law School may now provide a fair process, it is unlikely that schools without extensive
resources would be able to adopt the essential but very costly elements of such a process.240 One
can easily speculate why not a single school investigated by OCR or threatened with
investigation has challenged OCR’s interpretations of Title IX’s requirements in court. 241
Instead, dozens of schools under investigation nationwide have entered into resolution
agreements with OCR.242
The gap between what is legally required of schools and what schools have adopted
demonstrates the dynamic of over-compliance that characterizes many schools’ recent actions.
Together with fear of attracting negative attention from OCR, nongovernmental organizations
that both lobby the government and provide material support to the school bureaucracies
encourage this dynamic. Many schools engage the services of a growing “cottage industry” of
lawyers, consultants, and other service providers that specifically cater to schools that must
fulfill the extensive bureaucratic functions needed to comply with federal law.243 The NCHERM
Group, a law practice that supports both schools and parties in campus sexual misconduct cases,
founded the Association of Title IX Administrators (ATIXA), an association of more than 1400
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Title IX coordinators and investigators.244 A 2014 Whitepaper copublished by ATIXA states: “If
your campus is not equitable it may be because . . . [y]ou’ve built your investigation and
resolution mechanisms into castles of due process.” 245 For $1500 to $3500, ATIXA sells
“Investigation in a Box,” which promises to provide school administrators everything they need
to conduct sexual misconduct investigations246—presumably procedures fashioned from this kit
would not be “castles of due process.”
OCR has stated that “[p]ublic and state-supported schools must provide due process to
the alleged perpetrator. However, schools should ensure that steps to accord due process rights to
the alleged perpetrator do not restrict or unnecessarily delay the Title IX protections for the
complainant.”247 The implication is that private schools need not provide due process, and that to
do so may risk violating Title IX. If OCR were to use two simultaneously enforced
interpretations of Title IX’s requirements—different ones for private and public schools—that
would run afoul of standard interpretive principles for administrative agencies. But, by
negotiating with each school instead of adopting a general rule, OCR has made it possible that
each school would agree to resolve an OCR investigation against it by voluntarily adopting a
standard different from other schools.
The resolution agreements show some heterogeneity regarding what each school must do
to remedy its noncompliance. The agreements address not only procedures but also substantive
definitions of misconduct. For example, OCR’s Resolution Agreement with the University of
Montana was accompanied by a letter in which OCR pressed the University to expand the
definition of sexual harassment significantly beyond what is familiar in sexual harassment law
and beyond what is in the DCL or previous guidance.248 In this expanded definition, “unwelcome
conduct of a sexual nature” in itself would constitute a sexual harassment offense, rather than an
offense only if it creates hostile environment.249
Though schools have not legally challenged OCR, students subject to discipline at the
hands of the Title IX bureaucracies have sued schools directly. These lawsuits reflect the
growing perception that the post-DCL pressure that OCR exerted has caused schools to adopt
procedures and practices that deny fairness to accused students. These cases reveal a pattern of
accusations in which consent is the key question and procedurally defective disciplinary
processes support the expansion of the bureaucracy’s domain over ordinary sex.
In one recent federal case, a male student sued Washington and Lee University after
expulsion for “nonconsensual sexual intercourse” with a female student.250 He argued that the
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school’s procedures—which afforded no right to counsel and employed a preponderance of the
evidence standard—violated due process and discriminated on the basis of sex in violation of
Title IX.251 The plaintiff alleged that the Title IX officer did not show him a copy of the
accuser’s complaint in a timely fashion, refused his request to have a lawyer participate in the
proceedings, failed to interview several of his suggested witnesses, selectively omitted facts from
the investigative report, denied his request to record the hearing, and hindered him from putting
questions to the accuser, who attended the hearing behind a partition and was asked—through
the hearing board—only a subset of his questions.252 Moreover, the plaintiff alleged, the Title IX
officer had given a presentation arguing “regret equals rape,” a position she framed as “a new
idea everyone, herself included, is starting to agree with.”253 Citing an article titled Is it Possible
That There is Something In Between Consensual Sex and Rape . . . And That It Happens To
Almost Every Girl Out There? from a website called Total Sorority Move, the presentation
allegedly suggested “that sexual assault occurs whenever a woman has consensual sex with a
man and regrets it because she had internal reservations that she did not outwardly express”—a
situation allegedly parallel to the incident for which the plaintiff was expelled.254
The court dismissed the plaintiff’s due process claim because the school could not be
considered a governmental actor subject to the Fifth Amendment, even if it “was under pressure
to convict students accused of sexual assault in order to demonstrate that the school was in
compliance with the OCR’s guidance.”255 The court noted: “Responding to the OCR’s guidance,
W&L made changes that one could infer were designed to secure more convictions.”256 The
court did permit the plaintiff’s Title IX claim to go forward.257 Noting that the allegations, taken
as true, amounted to “a practice of railroading accused students,”258 the court found that the
plaintiff had “plausibly established a causal link between his expulsion and gender bias.”259
In another federal case, the plaintiff was a male Columbia University student who was
suspended for engaging in “nonconsensual sexual intercourse” with a female student. 260
(Interestingly, the accuser also appealed the school’s six-month suspension as too severe.261) The
court described the sexual encounter this way:
Plaintiff and Jane Doe strolled around the Columbia University neighborhood for
approximately one hour, at which point they returned to the lounge where
Plaintiff had been studying. As Plaintiff gathered his books, Jane Doe and
Plaintiff began to flirt with each other, and they discussed “hooking up” instead of
going to bed. Because each of their roommates was asleep at the time – and
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Plaintiff's roommate was Jane Doe's ex-boyfriend – Jane Doe suggested that they
go to the bathroom located within her suite rather than to either of their bedrooms.
Plaintiff dropped his bag off in his room, and then the two walked together to Jane
Doe's suite. When they reached the bathroom located within Jane Doe's suite,
Jane Doe instructed Plaintiff to wait there while she went into her bedroom to find
a condom. When Jane Doe came back into the bathroom, she undressed herself in
front of Plaintiff, and the two proceeded to have sex. Afterwards, Jane Doe took a
shower, and Plaintiff returned to his room to go to sleep.
In the following weeks, Jane Doe contacted Plaintiff a few times to express
concern about how their sexual encounter might appear to others in their social
circle, particularly because Jane Doe had dated Plaintiff's roommate. At or about
the same time, Jane Doe also spoke about the encounter to Claire Kao, a resident
adviser to both her and Plaintiff, who then approached Plaintiff to discuss the
evening. Kao told Plaintiff that she had been advised that he had engaged in
“consensual sexual intercourse” with Jane Doe on the night of May 12th and that
Jane Doe had sought to discuss the encounter with her in confidence, but that she
was required by state law to report the incident to Columbia.262
In this case, the suspended student alleged the gender bias of the Title IX investigator who, inter
alia, failed to interview witnesses present on the night in question. The court found that this
alleged process failure was “arguably irrelevant to the outcome of the hearing, as the panel’s
ruling that Plaintiff had engaged in nonconsensual sex with Jane Doe did not turn on the events
of that night.263 Instead, the panel's conclusion rested on its finding that ‘it [was] more likely than
not that [Plaintiff] directed unreasonable pressure for sexual activity toward the Complainant
over a period of weeks,’ and that ‘this pressure constituted coercion.’”264 While the accuser
initially described the incident itself as “consensual,” it was in the weeks preceding the sex that
alleged “[p]ressure for a date or romantic relationship” could have vitiated consent under
Columbia's Gender-Based Misconduct policy.265 Other than the fact that the parties had sex, the
facts of that night, then, were irrelevant, so procedural failures in investigating into those facts
did not cause an inaccurate outcome. Even if the consent were clear, affirmative, or enthusiastic
on the night in question, it would have apparently been negated by the several weeks of
unreasonable pressure.
In a recent lawsuit against a state school, Doe v. Regents of the University of California
San Diego,266 a California court determined that the procedures used to hear allegations of sexual
misconduct violated federal due process, and that under state administrative law, “substantial
evidence does not support the finding of non-consensual sexual activity.”267 At the school’s
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sexual misconduct hearing, the accuser “stated that petitioner kept ‘trying to finger [her] and
touch [her] down there.’ Also, Ms. Roe did not object to sexual contact per se, and only
explained that it was not pleasurable for her at that time.”268 The court found:
What the evidence does show is Ms. Roe’s personal regret for engaging in sexual
activity beyond her boundaries. The panel’s finding . . . illustrates the lack of
evidence: “Jane stated that she physically wanted to have sex with Ryan but
mentally wouldn’t.” The record reflects this ambivalence on the part of Ms. Roe.
But Ms. Roe's own mental reservations alone cannot be imputed to petitioner,
particularly if she is indicating physically she wants to have sex.269
In this case, the procedural flaws included the limitation on the accused’s right to cross-examine
the accuser: more than two-thirds of his questions (many of which the court deemed germane)
were not put by the panel to the accuser, who was also placed behind a barrier so she could not
be seen.270 In addition, when the accused appealed the panel’s decision to suspend him for one
quarter, the Dean increased his suspension time to one year without providing any reason for the
increase.271
The legal claims now being litigated by plaintiffs under Title IX, due process, or state law
focus on flawed disciplinary procedures—encouraged, if not mandated, by OCR—that schools
have recently adopted for resolving sexual misconduct allegations in concerted post-DCL efforts
to take sexual violence more seriously.272 Every time a school finds an accused student not
responsible for sexual misconduct, it may fear opening itself to a claim that it has violated Title
IX. Increasingly, and in light of recent court rulings,273 schools also have reason to anticipate
lawsuits under Title IX, on behalf of students disciplined by schools.274
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The recent cases yield some insight into the kinds of substantive fact patterns being
classified and disciplined as sexual misconduct. But an unfortunate byproduct of the student
privacy norms that schools, constrained by the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act
(FERPA),275 understandably must observe regarding campus disciplinary cases, is that research
into the fact patterns of campus cases is difficult to undertake. There is no comprehensive
database one can search, and no collected records a researcher can access. While anecdotal
evidence is informative, it is hard to know how representative are the published legal cases,
media reporting, and accounts by individual accusers and accused students.
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One partial collection of descriptions of campus cases has been published by the
NCHERM Group. The descriptions include the following:
A female student interviewed recently during an investigation had spread
rumors by social media that she had been raped by a male student. When the
rumors got back to the male student, he approached her about it, and she offered
him a lengthy apology, and then put it in writing. We had to investigate
nevertheless, and she told us that they’d had a drunken hook-up that she
consented to. She was fine with what happened. We asked her why she called it a
rape then, and she said, “you know, because we were drunk. It wasn’t rape, it was
just rapey rape.” We asked her if she was aware of what spreading such an
accusation might do to the young man’s reputation, and her response was
“everyone knows it wasn’t really a rape, we just call it that when we’re drunk or
high.”
A male student performed demeaning, degrading and abusive sexual acts
on a female nonstudent. They engaged in BDSM, and he ignored her protests
throughout the entire sexual episode, despite her screaming in obvious pain and
trying to get away from him. She filed a grievance with the campus, and we soon
discovered instant messages in which she consented, just before the incident to
exactly these acts, and agreed to forgo the use of a “safe word” common in
BDSM relationships.
A female student accused a male student of sexual assault. When her
complaint of sexual assault was heard by a campus panel, there was literally no
evidence to support her complaint. He was found not responsible and decided not
to press a complaint against her for a false allegation out of sensitivity to her
serious mental health issues. Then, she went around campus telling anyone and
everyone that he had raped her. The male student then filed a complaint against
the female student for harassment. The female student then filed a complaint with
the college for processing his complaint as an act of retaliation against her.276
There may be a significant disconnect between the current discussions in our country
about the epidemic of campus rape, and the fact patterns involved in the allegations now
routinely investigated as sexual misconduct. The consequences of this disconnect need to be
further understood and analyzed. Ignoring them leads to policymaking based on an unstable
foundation that cannot serve support activists’ legitimate and laudable policy goals to address
rape and sexual violence.
The problem we are drawing attention to is not a “false accusations” problem. We are
also in many ways beyond the so-called “he said, she said” problem—in which two people’s
accounts of the facts differ, and the question is which account one believes. Many of the current
276
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fact patterns appear to be situations in which he and she (or he and he, or she and she) say much
the same thing about the facts of the incident, but give different meanings to the experience. The
different meanings need not be radically dissimilar to result in different determinations about
sexual misconduct. That is because the difference between consent and nonconsent today may
turn on agreement to engage in sexual activity and, increasingly, on whether that agreement was
excited, enthusiastic, or desirable.277 Ambivalence and mixed feelings, which are common and
deep in human sexuality, create a highly uncertain situation for people engaging in sex under the
sex bureaucracy. In this bureaucracy, ambivalent feelings may reveal a lack of consent, which
may mean sexual assault for which one may be disciplined. This opens the door wide to
judgments about sexual morality that can shade the lived experience of consent. On an individual
level:
Did I consensually sleep with my roommate's boyfriend? I would be a bad person
if I did, so I wouldn't have done that.
Did I have consensual sex with a black/Latino/Asian man? That would be
inconsistent with what I have known and accepted about my own desires.
On an institutional level, moral judgments about what kind of sex is good or bad can inform
determinations of consent:
Was this guy out to score that night?
Did he behave like a jerk and not seem to care about her feelings?
Was this sex pleasurable?
When prohibitions are vague, broad, and sweep in swathes of innocent conduct in which
many people engage, they may raise questions about how their enforcement may have a greater
impact on certain groups over others.278 The same OCR that is administering the sex bureaucracy
has also acknowledged the serious risk of race discrimination in student discipline in elementary
and secondary schools and found the need to issue guidance on “how to identify, avoid, and
remedy discriminatory discipline.”279 OCR’s Civil Rights Data Collection showed that “AfricanAmerican students . . . are more than three times as likely as their white peers . . . to be expelled
or suspended,”280 and that “the substantial racial disparities . . . . are not explained by more
frequent or more serious misbehavior by students of color.” 281 OCR has recognized that
“African-American students were disciplined more harshly and more frequently because of their
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race than similarly situated white students. In short, racial discrimination in school discipline is a
real problem.”282
Whose sexual conduct is more likely to be perceived by individuals and schools as
threatening, frightening, or menacing?283 And which accusers are more likely to be perceived as
victims?284 Is there good reason to think that the unconscious racial stereotyping that may affect
police and citizens in decisions to suspect, accuse, arrest, or shoot black men would have no
analogue in the pattern of campus accusations and discipline for sexual misconduct?285 The
disproportionate impact of sexual misconduct accusations on minority students is currently
underappreciated.286 As Janet Halley puts it, “morning-after remorse can make sex that seemed
like a good idea at the time look really alarming in retrospect; and the general social
disadvantage that black men continue to carry in our culture can make it easier for everyone in
the adjudicative process to put the blame on them.”287 Similarly, is it easier for everyone in the
process (including the accuser herself) to perceive a white (rather than minority) accuser as not
having consented to sexual conduct with a person of another race?
The lack of transparency in campus investigations and adjudication should cause serious
concern that the public does not have a reliable way to see a pattern of accusations,
investigations, and discipline that may disproportionately impact minorities. The race of the
parties in misconduct cases is not included in existing federal reporting requirements. Indeed,
schools may even perceive their obligations under FERPA288 to forbid the release of data on the
race of parties—if schools are even compiling and saving such information, which they have not
been required to do.289 The Title IX bureaucracy’s racial impact is a crucial subject for further
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study. But even as observations of disproportionate racial impact circulate among the network of
administrators, lawyers, and faculty involved in sexual misconduct cases, and appear in
piecemeal reporting of cases, a systematic examination is challenging to undertake because of
schools’ norms of student privacy and confidentiality. It is therefore urgently incumbent on OCR
and its regulated institutions to study and address the potential for racial discrimination in
discipline at colleges and universities, as OCR has done for general discipline in secondary and
elementary schools.
By way of example, in one race and sex discrimination case currently pending in federal
court, two black male student athletes who had sex with a white female student are suing Findlay
University, alleging the school has “a pattern of . . . discriminat[ing] against African-American
males” in white females’ allegations of sexual assault.290 The plaintiffs allege that they were
expelled within twenty-four hours of the lodging of a sexual assault complaint, that the
University failed to question key witnesses including the complainant, and threatened witnesses
with expulsion or loss of work-study because their stories corroborated the plaintiffs’.291 The
expelled students allege that the sexual activity was consensual and that the complainant had
bragged to others the following morning about the consensual sexual encounter with the
plaintiffs.292 The alleged facts in this particular lawsuit may appear extreme. But as related
stories emerge, the broad worry is that unfair procedures combined with overly broad definitions
of nonconsent may have a disproportionate impact on black men in a way that is consistent with
both our country’s specific history of false accusations and unfair convictions of black men for
rape and the more general racially disproportionate impact of criminal law enforcement.
Unfortunately, those most likely to be affected by unfair policies and procedures and broad
prohibitions that leave all at the mercy of ambivalence may also be the least likely to be able to
afford attorneys in campus discipline processes or to file subsequent lawsuits that could hold
their schools accountable. Racially disproportionate impact is, in a sense, a “miner’s canary” that
calls for examination of the workings of the sex bureaucracy.293
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of nonconsent in tandem means that the bureaucracy will investigate and discipline sexual
conduct that women and men experience as consensual (if non-ideal) sex. What results is not a
sexual violence or sexual harassment bureaucracy. It is a sex bureaucracy, focused on conduct
that differs substantially from the actual wrongs and harms that motivated its growth.
The bureaucrats of desire have their work cut out for them. Their tasks include sorting
good sex from bad sex, and preventing, investigating, and disciplining the latter. The sex
bureaucracy regulates ordinary sex, to the detriment of actually addressing sexual violence, and
unfortunately erodes the legitimacy of efforts to fight sexual violence.
CONCLUSION: DESIRE FOR BUREAUCRACY
The sex bureaucracy is a web of institutions and organizations, programs, policies, and
discipline. It is part governmental and part extragovernmental. It is part form and part substance.
It is part legislative, part regulatory, part guidance, part research, and part practice. It is a
comprehensive regulation of sexual matters under the guise of sexual violence, crime, and
discrimination. As we have seen, the bureaucratic regulation of sex reveals anything but a
rational and organized technocracy. Indeed it is chaotic, ideologically and morally saturated, and
emotionally oriented. There are multiple definitions of prohibited sexual conduct within a single
statute. The same statutory terms are defined differently by different agencies, or even within the
same agency. Regulations direct that schools must report sex offenses regardless of consent,
while the same regulations indicate that the element distinguishing a sex offense from ordinary
sex is the absence of consent. Lack of clarity about what exactly is proscribed leads to the further
expansion of the bureaucracy as regulated entities try to steer clear of an unclear, unstable, and
shifting line.
The tools of health and safety regulation are now pervasive modes of government
oversight in the sexual domain. That means an emphasis on healthy versus unhealthy sex, as the
content of sexual violence prevention programs reveal. Regulating health risk in this context
makes the association of unhealthy sex and sexual violence plausible. Approaching sexual
violence as a public health problem has encouraged regulation of the sexual environment in ways
that would otherwise probably be both politically and legally unpalatable. The CDC, DOE,
DOD, and universities consistently repeat the mantra that prevention programs must be
“comprehensive.”294 In practice, this means regulated institutions are training people not merely
294
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on how to conform conduct to criminal sex offense laws or campus sexual misconduct codes, but
rather on how to have sex, with “respect,” “equality,” “enthusiasm,” even “imagination” and
“creativity.” If you like to have sex with partners you don’t know, with multiple partners, or with
one person being dominant, the sex bureaucracy tells you that such behavior implicates risk
factors for sexual violence.295 The frame of violence and disease obscures the interest in sexual
freedom because legal sexual behaviors are risk factors for sexual violence.
We began with two quotes, one from Freud and one from Weber. What does it mean
when an institution designed to eliminate “from official business love, hatred, and all purely
personal, irrational and emotional elements”296 regulates “[t]he behavior of a human being in
sexual matters, [which] is often a prototype for the whole of his other modes of reaction to
life?”297 In part, this is a question about institutional match. Is the federal bureaucracy the right
political institution to be regulating ordinary sex? Would there have been political will to pass
the “Good Sex Act of 2013” or the “Healthy Sexual Desire Act of 2014”? If not, there is a
democratic deficit underneath the sex bureaucracy. More than merely a lack of legitimacy,
however, there is something about the bureaucratic mode of formulating and implementing
policy that may exacerbate this deficit. Accountability in government requires what some have
called institutional clarity—the ability to link a public policy to the actor or institution with
primary responsibility for it.298 The web of different statutory, regulatory, FBI, CDC, DOE, and
school definitions of terms—many of which incorporate each other by cross-reference—
generates opacity, not clarity, about who has done what and why.
Lawrence v. Texas seemed to suggest that legislating sexual morality runs afoul of the
Constitution.299 The growth of the sex bureaucracy suggests that such a restriction is quite
limited and easily evaded. Shifting the definition of consent to desirable, sober, or enthusiastic
agreement renders more conduct “sexual violence,” and anything that can be categorized as
sexual violence is fair game for federal regulation. By focusing on risk factors for sexual
violence, the bureaucracy made it acceptable, indeed even mandatory, to refocus regulatory
attention on sexual matters traditionally the domain of morality and even marital morality:
promiscuity, sexual fantasy, masculinity, pornography, honesty, feeling, and caring relationships.
In addition to the question whether the DOE and the CDC are the right political institutions to be
regulating sex, there is a question as to whether any part of the federal government is. Lawrence
put the government on notice that it must respect the domain of sexual liberty. The sex
bureaucracy is the government’s reply. Define sexual violence such that almost all sex people are
having is technically in violation, and the feds are squarely in the bedroom. All potentially sexual
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interactions and negotiations among individuals take place in that expansive regulatory
shadow.300
All of this reveals much about the bureaucracy, and it also reveals something about sex.
If sexual violence is defined as sex that is bad, and if sex that is bad is illegal, stopping sexual
violence is no longer about stopping sexual violence. It is about teaching people how to have
good sex in healthy relationships. John Stuart Mill wrote that “[a] bureaucracy always tends to
become a pedantocracy.”301 No less with regard to sex. Let us suggest that a Code of Federal Sex
Regulations—complete with rules, definitions, and disciplinary procedures for breach—may not
be a desirable development. One might object not to the bureaucracy regulating sex, but to the
bureaucracy regulating sex in this way. Yet there is a relationship between who does the
regulating and the way that they do it. To the quotes from the Father of Psychoanalysis and the
Father of Sociology, we might add one from the Father of the Nuclear Navy: “If you’re going to
sin, sin against God, not the bureaucracy: God will forgive you but the bureaucracy won’t.”302
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